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S UMMARY
Safety assessments are the main pillars of the analysis of the impact of storage of the
spent nuclear fuel. There are many scenarios to describe what might happen during the
storage and disposal time of the nuclear waste. Even though the main composition of the
spent nuclear is UO2 , the matrix contains transuranium elements and fission products,
which have different chemical behaviour and lead to an altered physical state after the
irradiation. Thus, the complex nature of the spent nuclear fuels requires understanding
of several mechanisms through investigation of individual parameters and their effect on
one and another. This is achieved by single effect studies, starting from simple systems
to gradually more complex systems. In this thesis, thin films have been used as model
systems to simulate the spent fuel in a systematic manner. The main focus was given
to the actinide (mixed) oxides (Th, U, Np, Pu, and Ce as surrogate for Pu and as fission
product).
Throughout this thesis, the suitability of the use of thin films instead of bulk material
has been demonstrated, and the investigation of redox properties of model systems for
spent fuels using different methods is described.
Surface models for spent nuclear fuels have been produced by using the sputter deposition technique under Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) conditions. This technique allows
using multiple source materials as well as changing the ratios between the sources. In
addition, changing the environment during the deposition, such as adding oxygen into
the UHV chamber, results in producing variety of stoichiometric films for the purpose of
the studies. Thanks to those abilities of the sputter deposition technique, we were able to
produce films starting from the simplest systems to more complex ones. All the samples
prepared were measured by using the X-Ray photoelectron (XPS) and Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopies (UPS) providing the chemical composition of the surfaces.
In the first part the results from investigations of thorium oxide films are described.
Thorium is particularly interesting as it has only one stable oxidation state. Oxidation
of thorium has been followed using two different methods. At first, the thorium metal
films were deposited and exposed to atomic and molecular oxygen. While atomic oxygen
was able to penetrate to deeper layers of the metal, molecular oxygen only oxidized the
upper surface layers. XPS and UPS measurements provided information on the O/Th
ratio of the films and the depth of oxidation process taking place. In the second part, the
thorium oxide films were deposited using different amount of partial oxygen pressure
and the O/Th ratio of the films was calculated from XPS and UPS results. The next step
was to study the effect of thorium on uranium dioxide film when they are deposited as
mixed oxides. Thorium has shown higher affinity to oxygen than uranium from low to
high partial pressure during deposition. (U-Th) mixed oxides with different ratios were
deposited onto gold substrates, allowing electrochemical studies by cyclic voltammetry.
It has been found that thorium does affect the oxidation of uranium leading to lower
solubility.
vii
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Cerium was chosen for the next step in the study as it has both trivalent and tetravalent redox states. The redox influence between uranium and cerium was investigated by
XPS in mixed (U-Ce) oxide and their single oxides of the two elements after they were
submitted to strong reductive and oxidative agents. The comparison has shown that
cerium is more prone to reduction when it is mixed with uranium, while uranium easily
oxidises in the mixture. It has also been found that formation U(V) in single uranium oxides requires oxidising post treatments of the films, but when uranium is co-deposited
with cerium, U(V) forms directly due to charge transfer occurring between uranium and
cerium.
Finally, mixed oxide of uranium-thorium, uranium-plutonium and neptunium dioxide surface alteration was investigated. The aim was to follow the corrosion of the thin
film surfaces by water under radiation enhanced conditions. However, since water in its
liquid form is not stable in the ultra-high vacuum conditions ice has been used. XPS and
UPS analyses showed that the ice-covered film surfaces reduced after the exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light. Exposure to only ice or only UV light did not lead to reduction of the
surface. Therefore the surface reduction was explained as photocatalytic reaction which
was triggered by excitation of electrons from valence band to conduction band creating
a redox mechanism to promote reduction on the surface and oxidation of the ice.
In this thesis actinide mixed oxide thin films were studied for first time. The results
show that they are good representative of the bulk materials, and can be studied as model
systems for spent nuclear fuels to understand the redox behaviour of the surface. Two
important observations were made that need to be taken into account when modelling
real spent fuel are: (i) Metal ions substitution in the uranium dioxide matrix can restrain
or enhance the dissolution behaviour depending on the redox states of the ions, (ii) Photoactivated reaction can lead to oxidation of water and surface reduction of the UO2
matrix, restraining the dissolution.

S AMENVATTING
Veiligheidsanalyses zijn de belangrijkste pijler voor de analyse van de gevolgen van opslag van gebruikte splijtstof. Er bestaan vele scenario’s die beschrijven wat kan gebeuren
gedurende de tijdelijke en definitieve opslag van radioactief afval. Hoewel de matrix van
gebruikte splijtstof UO2 is, bevat hij tevens transuranium-elementen en splijtingsprodukten, die een ander chemisch gedrag hebben, en tot een veranderde fysieke toestand
na de bestraling leiden. De complexiteit van gebruikte splijtstof vraagt dus om inzicht in
verschillende mechanismen door middel van onderzoek van individuele parameters en
hun effect op elkaar. Dit kan worden gerealiseerd door middel van zogenaamde "single
effect"studies, van simpele systemen naar geleidelijk meer complex. In dit proefschrift
zijn dunne lagen gebruikt als model om gebruikte splijtstof op een systematische wijze
te simuleren. De aandacht was vooral gericht op de mengoxiden van de actiniden (Th,
U, Np, Pu en Ce at surrogaat voor Pu en als splijtingsproduct).
Dwars door het proefschrift is de toepasbaarheid van dunne lagen in plaats van bulk
materiaal aangetoond, en de studie van de redox eigenschappen van model systemen
voor gebruikte splijtstof met verschillende methoden wordt beschreven.
Oppervlakte modellen voor gebruikte splijtstof zijn gefabriceerd met behulp van de
sputterdepositie techniek onder ultrahoog vacuüm (UHV) omstandigheden. Deze techniek maakt het mogelijk meerdere bronmaterialen te gebruiken en tevens de verhouding tussen de bronnen te veranderen. Daarnaast kan een breed spectrum van verbindingen met verschillende stoichiometrische samenstelling worden verkregen door het
veranderen van de omstandigheden in de UHV kamer, bijvoorbeeld door toevoegen van
zuurstof. Door deze mogelijkheden van de sputterdepositie techniek zijn dunne lagen
geproduceerd, van de eenvoudigste systemen tot complexere. Alle monsters zijn analyseerd met Röntgenfotoelectron- en Ultravioletfotoelectronspectroscopie om informatie
over de chemische samenstelling van het oppervlak te verkrijgen.
In het eerste deel worden de resultaten van het onderzoek aan thoriumoxide dunne
lagen beschreven. Thorium is van interesse omdat het slechts een oxidatietoestand heeft.
De oxidatie van thorium is op twee manieren onderzocht. Eerst zijn dunne lagen van
thorium metaal gemaakt die vervolgens zijn blootgesteld aan atomair en moleculair
zuurstof. Terwijl atomair zuurstof in staat was door te dringen tot de diepste lagen van
het metaal, was moleculair zuurstof in staat enkel de oppervlakte laag te oxideren. XPS
en UPS metingen leverden informatie over de O/Th verhouding in de films en de diepte
van het oxidatieproces. In het tweede deel zijn thoriumoxide lagen gemaakt bij verschillende partiele zuurstofspanningen en de O/Th verhouding is afgeleid uit de XPS en UPS
metingen. Vervolgens is het effect van thorium op uraniumoxide lagen onderzocht wanneer ze als mengoxide worden gevormd. Thorium heeft een grotere affiniteit voor zuurstof in vergelijk met uranium bij alle zuurstofspanningen. (U-Th) mengoxiden met verschillende samenstellingen zijn op goud substraten afgezet, waardoor electrochemische
studies mogelijk waren met behulp van cyclovoltametrie. Hierbij werd waargenomen
ix
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dat thorium de oxidatie van uranium, en dat de oplosbaarheid van uranium afneemt.
Voor de volgende stap van de studie is gekozen voor Cerium omdat het zowel een
driewaardige en vierwaardige oxidatietoestand kan hebben. Het redox effect tussen uranium en cerium is onderzocht met behulp van XPS in zowel (U-Ce) mengoxide als de
enkele oxiden van de twee elementen nadat ze blootgesteld zijn aan sterk oxiderende
en reducerende condities. Het vergelijk heeft aangetoond dat Cerium makkelijker gereduceerd wordt wanneer het met uranium is gemengd, terwijl uranium makkelijk wordt
geoxideerd in het mengsel. Het is waargenomen dat U(V) in de enkele oxiden gevormd
kan worden met behulp van oxiderende nabehandeling van de lagen, maar wanneer
uranium met cerium samen wordt afgezet wordt U(V) direct gevormd door ladingsoverdracht tussen uranium en cerium.
Tot slot is de oppervlakteverandering van mengoxiden van uranium-thorium-uranium-plutonium- en neptuniumdioxide onderzocht. Het doel was het in beeld brengen van de corrosie van de dunne lagen door water tijdens bestraling. Omdat vloeibaar
water niet stabiel is onder ultrahoog vacuüm omstandigheden is ijs gebruikt. XPS and
UPS analyse hebben aangetoond dat de met ijs bedekte dunne lagen gereduceerd waren wanneer zij aan UV licht blootgesteld werden. Blootstelling aan alleen ijs of alleen
UV licht leidde niet tot reductie. Op basis hiervan kan de oppervlaktereductie worden
verklaard door een fotocatalytische reactie die wordt geïnitieerd door excitatie van elektronen van de valentieband naar de geleidingsband, waarmee een redox mechanisme
wordt gecreëerd dat leidt tot reductie van het oppervlak en oxidatie van ijs.
In dit proefschrift zijn dunne lagen van mengoxiden van de actiniden voor het eerst
onderzocht De resultaten tonen aan dat ze bulkmateriaal op goede wijze kunnen representeren en kunnen worden onderzocht als modelsysteem voor gebruikte splijtstof
om het redoxgedrag van het oppervlak te begrijpen. Twee belangrijke waarnemingen
moeten worden betracht bij het modelleren van gebruikte splijtstof onder echte omstandigheden: (i) vervanging van metaalionen in de matrix van uraniumdioxide kan het
oplossen afremmen of versnellen, afhankelijk van de redoxtoestand van de ionen. (ii)
Lichtondersteunde reactie van water kan leiden tot reductie van het oppervlak van de
UO2 matrix, waardoor het oplossen wordt afgeremd.
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1
I NTRODUCTION
The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that
heralds new discoveries, is not ’Eureka!’ but ’That’s funny...’
Isaac Asimov

1.1. M OTIVATION TO THIS WORK
HE challenge of having the power generated by nuclear power plants does not end
once the electricity reaches to the society. The remaining source of the nuclear fuel
(referred as Spent Nuclear Fuel, SNF), contains high level radioactivity which is active up
to thousands of years. There are already quite a lot of discussions running over the fate
of the nuclear waste for the safety of the environment. The general strategy is to bury
the high level nuclear waste in a deep stable geological formation. This is considered the
safest way and thought to provide the protection of mankind and of the environment
from radioactivity. Safety assessments of the SNF are mainly based on the failure scenario of the container which surrounds the SNF under deep geological repository and of
the potential contact of the SNF with groundwater.
The stability of containers is expected a thousand years, however the failure of a container should be assumed for the safety assessments and this scenario must be evaluated
with a great deal of attention. So, the assumptions such as “it is not expected soon” is not
an acceptable statement. Therefore, the worst case scenarios are constantly under investigation and each year more data are reported into literature. The ideal analysis would be
the observation of the fuel over thousands of years, but this is not a realistic approach.
Since the time scale is beyond any ideal experimental approach, model studies are in
high demand to shed light on the fate of SNF during the disposal period.
To assess the consequences of possible waste fuel corrosion and dispersion to the
biosphere requires investigation of many parameters. This consists of the physical form,
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chemical composition of the waste, the groundwater and the container material characteristic investigations. To be able to fully comprehend each parameter’s role in the safety
assessments, single effect studies are conducted. It is important to point out that upon
exposure to groundwater, corrosion will start from the upper surface of the waste, and
then gradually move into the lower layers. Thus, surface characterization investigations
are fundamental and crucial for evolution of the nuclear safety assessments.

1.2. S PENT N UCLEAR F UEL AND C ORROSION
Uranium dioxide, UO2 , is the most popular fuel for the water-cooled reactors. Uranium
consists of two isotopes; 235 U fissile (0.72 atomic %) and 238 U fertile (99.27 atomic %).
For most light-water reactors (LWR) uranium fuel is enriched to 3 to 5 % 235 U. Some
LWRs also use Mixed Oxide Fuels, commonly referred as MOX fuels, consisting of about
5 % plutonium. Typical fuel is quite close to stoichiometry, UO2.001 [1]. The composition and the microstructure of the fuel changes during the irradiation depending on the
time of irradiation and at which power it is operated. After the irradiation SNF becomes
a very complex matrix consisting of different microstructures and elemental fractions
compared to the initial material. This differences in composition and microstructure
have been studied extensively over the years [2–4]. Many fission products and actinides
formed during the in-reactor irradiation time are categorised and summarised below
according to their chemical role in UO2 host matrix[2, 5].
• Fission-product gases, such as Xe and Kr, which occur as finely dispersed bubbles
in the fuel grains.
• Metallic fission products, such as Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, and Pd, which occur as immiscible, micron- to nanometre-sized metallic precipitates (ε-particles)
• Fission products that occur as oxide precipitates of Rb, Cs, Ba, and Zr.
• Fission products that form solid solutions with the UO2 fuel, such as Sr, Zr, Nb, and
the rare-earth elements.
• Transuranium elements that substitute for U in the UO2 .
After irradiation, UO2 is still the major component, about 95% of the total matrix. The
rest of the matrix is the combination of (as stated above) fission products, and transuranium elements which are embedded into UO2 . Considering this, SNF can be seen as
doped UO2 . Dissolution of the embedded elements is linked to UO2 corrosion. The dissolution rate of UO2 increases by many orders of magnitude as a function of oxidation to
hyperstoichiometry (UO2+x ) [6]. If UO2 becomes hyper-stoichiometric in contact of oxidants, the embedded elements dissolve along with it. Since the groundwater is expected
to be anoxic, the presences of the oxidants should not be as extensive as surface water.
However, when considering the radioactivity of the spent fuel is increased by a factor of
a million (1017 Becquerel / metric tonne of fuel) after burn-up in a reactor, this level of
radioactivity is more than enough for radiolysis of groundwater, creating oxidants (HO. ,
HO2 . and H2 O2 ) and reductants (eaq − , H. , H2 )[7]. Under nomal pH conditions the oxidants will dominate the redox chemistry on the surface of the fuel, leading to an oxidative
dissolution [6, 8].

1.3. S PENT N UCLEAR F UEL M ODEL S YSTEMS AND S URFACE S CIENCE I NVESTIGATIONS 3
The electronic structure of tetravalent uranium in UO2 is [Rn]5f2 . The narrow 5f band
lies between filled valence band and empty conduction band. When it is oxidized, a
hole in the 5f band is created. Because of that, holes can migrate with a low activation
energy leading to higher conductivity, causing dissolution as UO2 +2 dissolved species
[9]. Oxidative dissolution of UO2 is a two-step reaction. UO2 is in the U(IV) oxidation
state which is poorly soluble under anoxic conditions. However, the oxidants coming
from water radiolysis will oxidize U(IV) to U(VI) which has higher dissolution rate. Consequently, as second step U(VI) dissolves. The mentioned chemical process is shown
below.
U(IV) + Ox –> U(VI) + Red
U(VI) –> UO2 2+ (aq)
However, also reductants are present, as a result of the radiolysis of water. Thus, the
competition between oxidants and reductants will be deciding the rate of the corrosion.
H2 , as a reductant, especially has been subjected to studies many times. It has been
showed that might hinder the oxidative dissolution[10–12]. In addition, the influence
of the metallic fission product in matrix has been also observed to produce H2 which is
inhibiting the corrosion[13, 14].
However alongside its different chemical phases produced during in-reactor time,
the mixed oxide as U-Pu can be used as initial fuel. Plutonium is also a redox sensitive element with two stable oxidation states, Pu(III) and Pu(IV). Plutonium dioxide as
well as other minor actinide dioxides have chemical similarities to UO2 such as crystal
structure and due to this they incorporate into UO2 matrix. Therefore, those need to be
involved in the equation when corrosion/dissolution under deep geological formations
are examined in laboratory conditions. Considering the many parameters which might
increase or decrease the corrosion, model systems are required.

1.3. S PENT N UCLEAR F UEL M ODEL S YSTEMS AND S URFACE
S CIENCE I NVESTIGATIONS
To overcome the complexity, single effect studies are used that aim at understanding the
effect of one parameter at a time. Single effect studies are based on model systems to
mimic the complex material starting from simple to gradually increasing complex systems. Surface of the materials plays an important role to elucidate the corrosion behaviors and products, as first contact occurs on the surface which leads to oxidation and
arouses the reactions in underlying layers. In this work thin films are adopted to be used
as model systems to investigate surface properties which govern the corrosion of SNF.
Using actinide oxides in thin film form produced by sputter deposition technique has
been developed for its purpose to use as model surfaces to SNF[15], and up to this date
there have been many successful studies which will be mentioned below.
The development of the Photoelectron Spectroscopy has been very important for actinide research and much of the attention has been given to the actinide oxides to understand the role of 5f electrons in the bonding. Photoelectron spectroscopy techniques
(X-ray Photoelectron and Ultra-Violet Photoelectron Spectroscopy, XPS and UPS, respectively) are surface sensitive, mainly dealing with speciation of the upper layers such
as determining the electronic structures, for both quantitative and qualitative analysis.
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They are the major investigation tools used in this thesis. XPS and UPS measurements
can show the evolution of chemical bonding of actinides as a function of oxygen concentration under UHV condition in controlled environments[16, 17]. The light actinide
oxides may form several oxidation state, e.g. U, such as UO2 , U4 O9 , U3 O8 , UO3 , while
starting from Pu the actinides in the series become more stable as sesquioxides (An2 O3 )
[18]. Below, some of the key literatures about XPS and UPS findings of actinide oxides
electronic structure investigations are reviewed generally for better comprehending of
the upcoming chapters.
One of the most interesting element in the actinide series is thorium, Th. Thorium
alongside uranium is naturally abundant radioactive element. It lacks 5f electrons in
the valence band and forms only one stable oxide, ThO2 . This behaviour of thorium led
scientists to compare its bonding and reactivity with other actinide oxides [19–23]. The
thorium exposure to oxygen has shown valence 6d7s electrons transfer to 2p electrons
of the oxygen ions [24] where it only forms dioxide but none of the other oxide forms.
Uranium, due to its use as main fuel source in nuclear reactors, is one of the most studied elements of the actinide series. Uranium is more complex than thorium in the sense
of oxidation states. The different oxidation states of uranium have been identified with
XPS and UPS. The off-stoichiometry of UO2 films has been studied both by McLean et
al.[24] and Allen et al.[25] on a clean uranium surface exposed to low and high content
of oxygen, leaving the surface as UO2+x and UO2−x , respectively. Allen et al.[25] showed
the uranium´s 4f binding energy increases as a function of oxidation states. Gouder et al.
[26] also showed the 5f emission shifting with UPS over the adsorption of oxygen on different temperatures. While U(IV) display 5f2 emission at 1.4 eV (above the Fermi level),
U(VI) does not display any 5f emission because of the transferred valence electrons to
oxygen [27].
Model surfaces synthesized as thin films have shown many advantages for the investigations of surface properties. In this thesis, DC sputtering deposition technique is used
to achieve desired surface models[28]. One of the advantages using thin films instead of
bulk material for the surface investigations is to handle rather small quantity of actinide
material, reducing the cost and waste. Beside that, this technique is quite flexible when it
comes to codeposit material from several sources for creating mixed samples. However,
the source material should be conductive, therefore for the (mix-) actinide oxide films
auxiliary oxygen is required to be introduced into the deposition chamber. This actually
allows to control the stoichiometry of the actinide oxide and to observe the evolution
of oxidation of the films alongside measuring with XPS and UPS. Miserque et al. [29]
has studied uranium oxide thin film to find the adequate conditions to reach the stoichiometric UO2.0 . In another study [30], UO2 thin films were compared to the bulk UO2
samples to pursue stoichiometric thin layers. It was shown that the further oxidation is
limited due to the slow kinetics of deposition of higher oxides. By exposure to gases after the deposition it is also possible to diffuse oxidants (O2 , O. ) and reductants (H2 ,H. )
in the material to force oxidition and reduction of the surfaces. Detailed studies were
performed for Th, U, Pu, Np and Am films which are perfect examples of oxidation by
gas exposure [31–33] at different temperatures and dosages to identify intermediate and
stable oxides on the surface. Plutonium is another important key element in spent nuclear fuel research and has been investigated by photoelectron spectroscopy extensively.
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Plutonium has two stable oxidation state, (III) and (IV) in the electronic configuration as
5f5 and 5f4 , respectively[23, 34]. Metallic Plutonium reacts with oxygen and easily forms
sesquioxide (Pu2 O3 ) and subsequently forms a dioxide (PuO2 )[33]. Neptunium which is
present in SNF matrix and is also investigated in this thesis, forms sesquioxide (Np2 O3 )
and dioxide (NpO2 ) compounds, with 5f4 and 5f3 electron configurations, respectively
[32, 35].The investigation on Np thin films exposed to atomic oxygen at elevated temperatures also shoed the presence of the stable Np2 O5 bulk oxide[31, 32].
Besides its bonding behaviour with gas molecules such as oxygen, a lot of research
has been focussed on the reaction of H2 O with actinide oxides surfaces, in particularly
UO2 to mimic the groundwater-like aqueous solutions and moisture to observe the surface corrosion behavior [36–38]. Another approach for studying the interaction of actinide oxide surfaces with water is deposition of ice layers [27, 39]. The main reason of
using ice is fact that under the UHV conditions water is not able to hold onto the surface. Also, contamination free, high concentration water would be in contact with the
surface. Thin films were also adopted for electrochemical studies[29, 40, 41] where the
films were deposited onto conductive substrates and their redox behavior was followed
by cyclic voltammetry measurements.
This thesis is motivated by the fact that single uranium dioxide thin films are suitable model systems to study the surface reactions, however other actinides need to be
considered when simulating the SNF. Therefore, the main effort has been given into the
study of mixed actinide oxide thin films and their surface redox properties. As the studies
above mentioned suggest, they can be adopted to many different types of investigations
without need of bulk material.
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1.4. A IM OF THE W ORK
The consequences of contact between spent nuclear fuel and ground water in a deep geological formation of an ultimate nuclear waste repository are of vital importance for the
safety assessment of final storage concepts. SNF contains many elements to be considered in the safety assessment, and particularly fission products mobile in the geological
environment need attention. However, UO2 forms the main component of the SNF, and
the corrosion of the fuel matrix in contact with groundwater is seen as the initial step in
the radionuclide release. UO2 is thus the simplest model material for studying SNF corrosion. In order to understand the cause of corrosion / dissolution this process must be
identified in laboratory conditions addressing also different geological formations and
radiation-based alterations that can take place during the time of the storage. The problem is that modeling such complex system is quite challenging. Therefore, single effect
studies are needed, and this approach is also applied in this study.
While uranium dioxide has been studied extensively in the form of bulk [9, 42–45]
as well as thin films [29–31, 40, 46], the effect of other actinides on the the corrosion /
dissolution process needs better evaluation. Due to the semiconductor nature of the actinide oxides, measurements especially of the electronic structure are facing challenges.
To alleviate this, thin films for model surfaces are used as they overcome the drawbacks
related to thickness of bulk samples, such as charging effect.
The research described in this thesis is aimed at understanding the evolution of (mixed-) actinide oxide (namely; thorium, uranium, neptunium, plutonium and cerium as
plutonium surrogate and fission product) with respect to oxidation and reduction reactions at the surface. The main goal is to investigate the spent fuel model surfaces over
the course of oxidative/reductive conditions to observe the changes which might affect
the corrosion/dissolution properties in deep geological formations.

1.5. T HESIS S YNOPSIS
In this chapter, a summary of the layout of the thesis is presented with the motivation
of the studies and essential literature reviews. Throughout this thesis, the chapters are
in order starting from the simple system to more complex systems. The work starts with
thorium which has only one stable oxide, representing the simplest form of the actinide
oxides. It then continues with the effect of thorium on uranium oxidation states in the
mixed oxide. Next, Ce (as analogue to plutonium and representing the trivalent and
tetravalent cations) is added into uranium dioxide matrix to understand the redox state
of uranium in the presence of oxidative and reductive conditions. Finally, the mixed oxides of (U-Th) and (U-Pu), alongside NpO2 are presented for their alterations in contact
with water. The chapters with their short abstracts are presented below and the schema
of the layout is shown in Figure 1.1.
Chapter 2 examines the electronic structure of Th oxide, which has only one stable
oxide formation, (IV), representing itself as a reference material for the subsequent studies. This study aims of following the oxidation of thorium versus the oxygen pressure
using two experimental approach. First, by exposing Th metal film to molecular/atomic
oxygen and second by altering the oxygen partial pressure during the deposition of the
films onto Si substrates. Surface compositions are gradually investigated by XPS / UPS
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Figure 1.1: Scheme of the thesis layout.

and compared to bulk systems that are represented in literature. The study displays the
suitability of using ThO2 thin films as model for bulk materials.
Chapter 3 focuses on the (Ux ,Th1−x )O2 systems. First the suitability of the thin films
to bulk materials is investigated. The question is what is the effect of thorium when substituting uranium in UO2+x on oxidation and reduction behavior. XPS and UPS are used
to identify and to quantify the composition/stoichiometry. One of the missing points in
the literature was the determination of the redox properties with electrochemical methods of (U-Th) mixed oxides. This method is only allowed when the sample is electrically
conductive. However, UO2 is an intrinsic semi-conductor and ThO2 is a classical insulator. Adding Th into the UO2 makes the matrix even less electrically conductive than
UO2 , and therefore the thick bulk compounds could not be measured electrochemically.
The advantage of using thin films helps to fulfill this missing point thanks to the low
thickness of the layers. This chapter will examine the redox behaviors of (U-Th) mixed
oxides as a function of Th with cyclic voltammetry. It also discusses the end products of
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the surface after CV experiments with XPS quantification/qualification features.
Chapter 4 contains the work on (Ux ,Ce1−x ) mixed oxides. Cerium exhibits two oxidation states (III) and (IV). The chapter reports the effect of the presence Ce(III) and
(IV) in the solid solution on the oxidation and reduction states of uranium by exposing the surfaces to atomic hydrogen and oxygen. It is aimed to follow the contribution
of cerium to uranium redox behavior and vice versa. For this purpose, single oxides of
cerium and uranium were produced by using sputter reactive (co-)deposition technique,
post-treated by reductive/oxidative agents and compared to the mixed oxide form which
has gone through the same treatments to evaluate the possible interaction between two
component under ambient and high temperature conditions. XPS is used to identify
alteration on the surface quantitatively.
Chapter 5 contains the work of (Ux ,Pu1−x )O2 , (Ux ,Th1−x )O2 and NpO2 redox behaviour when their surfaces come in contact with water. It is aimed at probing the corrosion products on the surface caused by water interaction under photon radiation enhanced conditions. However, in our experimental work, all the sample preparations and
measurements were done under UHV conditions. Therefore, water contact could only
be realised in solid form, ice. For the enhanced radiation simulation, Ultra-violet light
is used. This chapter will discuss the outcomes on the surface alteration caused by ice
contact and Ultra-Violet assisted heating conditions. A mechanism is suggested and will
be discussed throughly.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides a general conclusion of the studies conducted in this thesis. Highlights and a discussion of the results alongside a short outlook for possible future studies are presented.
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2
A N XPS AND UPS S TUDY ON THE
E LECTRONIC S TRUCTURE OF T H O x
( X≤ 2) T HIN F ILMS
Pelin C AKIR, Rachel E LOIRDI, Frank H UBER, Rudy J. M.
KONINGS, Thomas G OUDER

Model systems are needed for surface corrosion studies of spent nuclear oxide fuels. For this
purpose, ThO2 films have been prepared in-situ by adsorption of molecular and atomic
oxygen on Th metal films, and by sputter deposition of Th metal in an Ar/O2 gas mixture. Surface compositions and electronic structure were compared to the bulk oxide and
oxygen sub-stoichiometry effects investigated. X-ray and Ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (XPS and UPS, respectively) were used to measure to Th-4f, O-1s core levels and
the valence band region. The Th-4f line was analysed in terms of the final-state screening
model. The evolution of the binding energies with oxygen concentration has been studied.
On Th metal, adsorption of molecular oxygen ceased after the formation of a ThO2 surface
layer. In the presence of atomic oxygen, the oxidation proceeded into the underlying bulk.
The formation of oxygen interstitials was shown by the broadening of the O-2p and O-1s
lines and by the increase of the O-1s/Th-4f ratio. Once ThO2 is formed, all photoemission
peaks from Th and O undergo a rigid shift to low binding energy (BE).

Parts of this chapter have been published in Journal of Physical Chemistry C 118, 24497-24503 (2014)[1]
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2.1. I NTRODUCTION
HORIUM is a potential future nuclear fuel [2]. There is a high natural abundance of
the fertile 232Th isotope. During operation, a smaller fraction of minor actinides is
produced as compared to the U cycle [2], so that it is quasi-inert, making it a candidate
as an inert matrix to incinerate plutonium stockpiles. In this context, mixed oxides of
Th with other actinides are worth being studied. Comparatively little information exists
on thorium fuel, compared to uranium fuel forms [3], because thorium based fuels have
not been used commercially so far.
One important aspect for the application of nuclear fuels is the long-term stability
of the waste. It depends on the resistance of the waste surface toward corrosion and
dissolution in contact with groundwater [4]. To reach a better understanding and prediction of these processes [5, 6], surface science studies are being conducted, mainly on
UO2 fuel [4, 7, 8]. Only a few spectroscopy studies have been performed on (U,Th)O2 [9].
Because of the complexity of spent nuclear fuel, systematic studies of surface reaction
mechanisms are difficult but can be realized by studying model systems, which focus on
single reaction parameters. Fuel model systems can be prepared as thin films, starting
with single actinide oxides, then processing to more complex systems, doping with fission products [10]. Such model films can be prepared by reactive sputtering from a series
of elemental targets [11]. Thorium is the only actinide without 5f electrons. Its simplified
chemistry, with only two oxidation states (0 and 4), makes it a very interesting reference
material, indeed.
In this paper we discuss the preparation of ThO2 films starting from the metal. Surface characterization, focusing on surface composition and electronic structure, is provided by photoemission spectroscopy following the core level Th-4f and O-1s by XPS
and the valence band by UPS. The films are compared to bulk oxide compounds already
reported in the literature [12, 13] to ensure that there are no differences and that the
films can really be used to model the bulk system. McLean et al. [12] performed an XPS
and AES study of the surface oxidation of Th metal by O2 , CO, and CO2 while Veal et al.
[14] looked at both uranium and thorium as metal and dioxide forms. According to their
results, the O-2p valence band spectra of UO2 and ThO2 are similar, but the 5f electron
occupancy in UO2 causes the difference between the two oxides, in particular electrical conductivity, color, and magnetism. Resonant photo- emission spectra of the ThO2
valence band have been compared to LMTO DOS calculations [15]. It was shown that
there is a strong hybridization between O-2p and Th-6d orbitals. Riviera [16] reported
the surface potential of thorium films during the exposure of oxygen. His study shows
that, once the surface of the film converted to ThO2 , oxygen does not diffuse into the
metal further.
This paper is divided into two sections. First we investigate the reaction of the surface
of thorium metal with oxygen, when exposed to molecular and atomic oxygen. Then,
in a second part, we study the deposition of thin films of ThO2 by argon sputtering in
the presence of O2 . We follow the effect of the oxygen partial pressure on the surface
oxidation and electronic structure of the sample. Possible oxygen off-stoichiometry (vacancies or interstitials) are investigated because they often are at the origin of enhanced
reactivity. Substoichiometry oxides simulate oxygen vacancies. Their formation is tested
by depositing Th in the presence of low oxygen partial pressure. Thorium cannot ox-
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idize beyond Th4+ because it possesses only four valence electrons ([Rn] 6d2 7s2 ), and
supplementary surface oxygen cannot be incorporated into the lattice. We tested the accumulation of surface oxygen by chemisorption. While many surface characterization
studies have been reported on UO2 thin films [17–20], it was important to report the first
equivalent study on ThO2 thin films, which will be used as a reference for a forthcoming
study on (U,Th)O2 films. The results obtained on ThOx thin films are compared to those
obtained previously on UOx thin films.[17–19]

2.2. E XPERIMENTAL
The thin films of thorium metal and thorium oxide ThOx (x ≤ 2) were prepared in situ
by direct current sputtering from a thorium metal target in Ar (6 N) and in a gas mixture of Ar (6 N) and O2 (6 N), respectively. The oxygen concentration in the films was
varied by adjusting the O2 partial pressure (10−8 - 8 × 10−7 mbar), while the Ar pressure
was maintained at 5 × 10−7 mbar. The thorium target voltage was fixed at -700 V. The
thin films were deposited at a rate of about 1 Å/s for 120 s at room temperature on a silicon wafers (111), which have been cleaned by Ar ion sputtering (4 keV) for 10 min, and
subsequently annealed at 773 K for 5 min. The plasma in the diode source was maintained by injection of electrons (50-100 eV; triode setup) to work at low Ar pressure in
the absence of stabilizing magnetic fields. Atomic oxygen was produced by an electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) Plasma Source Gen I from Tectra GmbH, Frankfurt/M. The
atom flux is specified as >1016 atoms cm−2 s, corresponding to an exposure of roughly
10 langmuirs/s (i.e., 10−5 mbar of O). After deposition, the thin films were transferred to
the XPS-UPS analysis chamber via an interlock without exposing them to air.
Photoelectron spectroscopy data were recorded using a hemispherical analyzer from
Omicron (EA 125 U5). The spectra were taken using Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) or Al Kα (1486.6
eV) radiation with an energy resolution of ∼1 eV. A few high- resolution XPS spectra were
taken with a SPECS EA300 hemispherical analyzer using monochromated Al Kα radiation, yielding an energy resolution of 0.4 eV. UPS measurements were made using He II
(40.81 eV) and He I (21.22 eV) radiation produced by a high-intensity windowless UV
rare gas discharge source (SPECS UVS 300). The total resolution in UPS was 0.1-0.05 eV
for the high-resolution scans. The background pressure in the analysis chamber was 2
× 10−10 mbar. The spectrometers was calibrated by using metallic Au-4f 7/2 at 83.9 eV
BE and metallic Cu-2p3/2 at 932.7 eV BE for XPS and on He I and He II Fermi edges for
UPS. Photoemission spectra were taken at room temperature. The O/Th concentration
ratio was determined by the ratio of the O-1s/Th-4f 7/2 surface areas, corrected by the
atomic sensitivity factors [21]. The Th-4f and O-1s spectra were fitted by simple Gaussian functions. The inelastic background was subtracted by the Shirley algorithm [22].
The following equation has been used [23]:
I O /S O
nO
=
n T h I T h /S T h
where n is the atomic concentration, I is the surface area of the main peak, O-1s and
Th-4f 7/2 , and S is the atomic sensitivity factor of 0.66 and 7.8 for O-1s and Th-4f 7/2 ,
respectively.
An uncertainty of ±10 % must be expected using tabulated values instead of internal
references [23].
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The X-ray diffraction analyses were made on a conventional Phillips PW3830 powder
diffractometer with a Cu anode (Kα1 = 0.154056 0 nm). Films of about 360 nm thicknesses were deposited (1 Å/s) at 100 °C on a Si (111) wafer and at room temperature on a
Si (100) wafer.

2

2.3. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
2.3.1. OXYGEN A DSORPTION ON T H M ETAL F ILM
Initial Th metal films were produced by sputtering Th onto a Si (111) substrate. The films
were then exposed at room temperature to molecular oxygen until saturation and then
to atomic oxygen. Figure 2.1 shows the corresponding Th-4f core level spectra.

Figure 2.1: Th-4f spectra for Th metal film and after exposure to molecular and atomic oxygen.

They are split into the 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 components with a BE in the metal of 342.4 and
333.1 eV, respectively. Each peak has two components, associated with two different final
states [24, 25]. The well-screened peak (at low binding energy) corresponds to the final
state where the 4f core hole of the ionized atom is screened by the population of a 5fstate, called f-screening. The poorly screened peak (at high binding energy) corresponds
to the d-screened final state [20]. The well-screened peak occurs in the metal, while in
ThO2 oxide, the f-states become so high in energy that they no longer participate in the
screening [20, 26].
After an exposure of 50 langmuirs of molecular oxygen (1 langmuir = 1 s x 10−6 Torr
would provide one monolayer of gas particles, if the sticking probability is one) the poorly
screened peak becomes dominant at the expense of the well- screened peak, the intensity of which decreases (Figure 2.1). The spectra are the same after exposure of 50 and
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Figure 2.2: O-1s spectra of Th metal film and after exposure to molecular.

1000 langmuirs of O2 , showing the surface to be saturated. The presence of the wellscreened peak indicates the contribution of the metal underneath the oxide layer. Indeed, the 4f spectrum of ThO2 has only one component: the poorly (d) screened peak
[20]. Quite remarkably, the 4f level of ThO2 (in the presence of the metal) has the same
binding energy as the poorly screened peak of the metal: as displayed in Figure 2.1, there
is no shift to higher binding energy, which one would expect after oxidation [27]. The
chemical shift links the binding energy to the oxidation state [22], but this relation is not
universal, and notably in the heavier actinides Am [28] and Cm [13, 29], the oxides have
the same or even lower core level binding energies than the metal. In all these cases,
metal and oxide have the screening type (d-screening), and f-screening is minor either
because the f-peak is too high in energy (Th) or because it is localized (Am, Cm) [13].
The spectrum after exposure to molecular oxygen (Figure 2.1, red and blue curve)
still shows some metal left (at the position of the (f ) screened peak). Oxidation is not
complete in the region probed by XPS, which obtains a signal not only from the surface
but also from deeper layers, which remain still metallic. The top surface, roughly estimated to 4.7 monolayers in our experimental conditions, is completely oxidized, and
and on this surface, the dissociation of molecular oxygen is inhibited slowing down the
diffusion through the oxide layer. Similar saturation after fast initial reaction has been
observed for U metal [12, 30]. After exposure to atomic oxygen (Figure 2.1, purple curve),
the f-screened peak disappears completely, indicating all metal is oxidized to the depth
probes by XPS. Atomic oxygen adsorbs on the oxide and subsequently diffuses through
the oxide layer and reacts with the metal below. Thus, the rate- limiting step in the formation of the thin ThO2 layers is the dissociation of molecular oxygen, not the bulk dif-
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fusion. After reaction with atomic oxygen the (d-screened) 4f peak shifts to lower binding
energy. We will discuss this below.
In the study by Riviere [16] on the surface potential of oxygen on thorium using the
Kelvin method, it was reported that oxygen incorporation in the metallic lattice takes
place before transformation of the saturated surface layers into ThO2 . Further oxygen
cannot dissolve in ThO2 as it does in UO2 and it does not chemisorb on the ThO2 surface
at room temperature, so that, once the surface is saturated, oxygen diffusion into the
bulk stops. The oxygen can reach the underlying metal by a mechanism of exchange
with vacancies and not by interstitial diffusion. Part of this analysis is supported by the
present study. Indeed, O2 adsorbs on the Th metal surface transforming it into ThO2 ,
covering the Th metal underneath. Then O2 adsorption stops. Atomic oxygen continues
to adsorb and diffuse into the bulk, oxidizing the metal into ThO2 .

Figure 2.3: HeII spectra for Th metal film and after exposure to molecular (bottom) and atomic oxygen (top).

The O-1s spectra after exposure to molecular and atomic oxygen are shown in Figure 2.2. Exposure to molecular oxygen leads to a sharp O-1s peak with a maximum at
531 eV BE and a weak shoulder at 532.5 eV. After exposure to atomic oxygen, the peak
broadens considerably and higher BE component increases, which indicate chemisorption of oxygen at the surface because in this chemical form solid state relaxation is less
strong [31, 32]. This does not mean further oxidation of Th because similar adsorption
was observed for MgO [33–35], which cannot oxidize beyond Mg2+ and where the oxygen
atoms bond to surface oxygen anions (in O-O− entities). The broadening of the peak, too,
may be explained by oxygen build-up, resulting in nonequivalent surface oxygen atoms.
The O-1s/Th-4f intensity ratio increases from 0.147 after molecular oxygen exposure to
0.201 after atomic oxygen. This increase indicates accumulation of oxygen, going from
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oxygen-deficient stoichiometry, formally (ThO1.73 ), to oxygen-rich stoichiometry, formally (ThO2.37 ), thorium oxide. ThO2.37 is not a stable oxide, but this overstoichiometry
is due to atomic oxygen chemisorbed on the surface. In addition, the film composition
has been determined using general XPS sensitivity factors. Thus, an uncertainty of not
better than 10 % should be considered [36].
After exposure to atomic oxygen, the O-1s shifts to lower BE. Th-4f undergoes the
same shift (see Figure 2.1). So it is not a true chemical shift of one species in the crystal.
A similar rigid shift has been observed in UO2 upon surface oxidation, when the Fermi
energy decreases due to charge carrier depletion [37, 38] or to adsorbate induced band
bending at the surface [39]. Since all photoemission lines in the (conductive) solid are
referenced to the Fermi energy, a shift of the Fermi-level toward the core levels is seen as
a coherent shift of all core-level lines to lower binding energy. ThO2 is an insulator, but
the thickness of the oxide layer (∼120 Å) seems small enough to allow electrons to tunnel
through. Therefore, the Fermi level is still defined and the thin surface oxide film does
not experience charging upon photoemission [32].
The He II valence band spectra (Figure 2.3) allow studying the electrons levels participating in the oxidation process. The metal film has a peak ranging from the Fermi level
to 3 eV BE and corresponding to the Th-6d7s conduction band. After 1000 langmuirs of
O2 , this peak totally disappears, and the O-2p valence band appears between 4 and 10
eV. As Th oxidizes to ThO2 , the 6d7s electrons are transferred into the O-2p band, leaving
no states at the Fermi level. The high BE shoulder of the O-2p (8-9 eV) corresponds to
the bonding part of the band, formed by Th-6d states hybridized with O-2p states. The
maximum at low BE (5-6 eV) corresponds to the nonbonding part of the band [40]. In
contrast to the Th-4f spectra, the oxidation observed in He II is complete and no trace
of underlying metal is observed. The He II spectra are more surface sensitive than the
4f (the inelastic mean free path is 1 instead of 5 layers [41]), and this confirms that the
residual metal signal in the 4f data indeed came from deeper levels, and not from an
incomplete reaction in the upper layers. The small signal at 11 eV comes from a small
OH contamination, likely to be produced by water desorbed from the chamber walls. A
shift of about 1.2 eV to lower binding energy is observed after exposure of the surface to
atomic oxygen. As for the core level, it is attributed to the decrease of the Fermi energy
concomitant with slight increase of the oxygen concentration. The O-2p is broadened,
with supplementary intensity appearing at the high BE side, which is explained by supplementary oxygen, chemisorbed on the surface. It appears at high BE because of the
lower relaxation energy available for chemisorbed species (less coordination).
Such oxygen is more visible in the surface sensitive UPS-He II spectra than in the
bulk spectra, therefore the buildup of intensity at the high BE side is more pronounced
than for the O-1s line.

2.3.2. R EACTIVE DC S PUTTERING OF T H O x (0≤ X≤ 2) T HIN F ILMS
Sputter deposition has been also used to prepare thin oxide films. In contrast to the
previous method, there is no concentration gradient between the reacted surface and
the bulk, but the films are homogeneous in composition. Thorium is sputtered from a
thorium metal target in an Ar/O2 gas mixture. Oxygen reacts with the metal atoms on the
target, in the plasma and on the substrate. The oxygen composition of the film depends
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on the oxygen partial pressure in the chamber.

2

Figure 2.4: Left: Th-4f core level spectra of ThOx (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) thin films versus O2 partial pressure Right: zoom
on corresponding Th-4f 7/2 core level spectra

Figure 2.4 shows the Th-4f core level spectra of ThOx at different O2 partial pressures.
In Figure 2.4 left, the spin-orbit split 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 peaks can be followed, together with
the appearance of a shakeup satellite peak(s) at 7.1 eV higher binding energy than the
main peaks. Figure 2.4 right focuses on the Th-4f7/2 component to emphasize the evolution of the peak shape and binding energy with oxygen partial pressure. As for O2
adsorption, the f-screened component at low binding energy decreases with increasing
oxygen pressure, as the Th metal consumes. The high BE component, consisting of the
d-screened metal and oxide peak increases in intensity, replacing the f-screened peak
completely at 9 x 10−8 mbar of O2 . Once all metal has reacted, the oxide line shifts to
lower binding energy by about 0.7 eV (from 335.4 to 334.7 eV).
Figure 2.5 shows the spectrum of ThO2 thin films obtained with a monochromated Al
Kα source. The main lines are accompanied by two satellites at 7.5 and 15 eV, appearing
at higher binding energy than the f5/2 and f7/2 peaks. The f5/2 component is compared
to a REELS (reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy) spectrum obtained with a primary electron beam of 1000 eV. The REELS spectrum indicates a band gap in the ThO2
thin film of about 5.2 eV, which lies in the energy range reported for ThO2 bulk (3.4-5.7
eV) [16]. It also shows a plasmon loss feature
at 15 eV and a weaker loss at 10 eV (associp
ated with a surface plasmon: $s = $b / 2). The main Th-4f satellite at 7.4 eV higher BE
than the main line is not a plasmon feature, but either a shake-up or a final-state satellite
[42].
The Fermi level shift of 0.7 eV observed at the formation of ThO2 is smaller than the
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Figure 2.5: Th-4f core level spectra of ThO2 thin film and superposition of corresponding plasmon signal
measured by REELS. For better comparison, the spectra of Th-4f, normalized on the 4f5/2 component, and
REELS are superimposed at same binding energy.

band gap measured by REELS. A similar observation has been reported for UO2 thin film
[18]. This has been related to the defects present in the layers produced by dc sputtering,
pinning the Fermi level between the valence band and the conduction band. Thus, the
Fermi level shift and the band gap cannot be correlated. The band gap for UO2 was
determined to be 2.1-2.7 eV [14, 44], which is smaller than the value found in this study
for ThO2 film and would be expected by the stronger insulator properties of ThO2 .
The O-1s spectra of the ThOx (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) thin films are displayed in Figure 2.6. For
pure Th metal, the oxygen peak can be hardly seen, which demonstrates the good sample
purity. With increasing oxygen partial pressure the O-1s intensity increases. It first shifts
to higher binding energy by 1.4 eV, and then at 9 × 10−8 mbar of O2 , it suddenly shifts
back to low binding energy (by 0.7 eV), just as the Th-4f oxide peak (see above). The
low BE shift occurs at the same oxygen pressure, i.e., once all metal contribution has
disappeared. The shape of the peaks is highly symmetric and can be related to the good
homogeneity of the films produced by dc sputtering.
Table 2.1 compares the binding energy of the thorium and oxygen core level obtained
for ThO2 thin film to the bulk values, obtained in this study and in the literature [14, 43].
The values are in a good agreement emphasizing the interest and the capacity of using
thin films as model for bulk samples.
Figure 2.7 shows He II valence band spectra of ThOx (x ≤ 2) thin films deposited at
increasing O2 partial pressure. Th metal has a broad peak from 3 to 0 eV, attributed to
the 6d7s conduction band. The small peak around 6 eV is due to the O-2p emission of a
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Figure 2.6: O-1s core level spectra as a function of O2 partial pressure.

small oxygen contamination at the surface. With increasing O2 pressure the conduction
band peak decreases while the O-2p valence band peak grows between 5 and 9 eV. At 9
× 10−8 mbar of O2 , when all metal disappears (the emission at the Fermi level vanishes)
the O-2p peak shifts to lower BE. This is the same shift as for the Th-4f and O-1s core
level spectra, discussed earlier in this paper. The valence band spectra prove it to be associated with the disappearance of the metal. Upon increasing oxygen concentration,
the Th-6d7s conduction band narrows (Figure 2.7, right). A similar narrowing has been
observed for other valence and conduction band peaks upon dilution of metals in a host
matrix, e.g., for U diluted in the weakly interacting Ag matrix [45], of Au diluted in Ag [46].
Conversely, the O-2p line width of oxygen chemisorbed on metal surfaces increases with
surface oxygen concentration. In all these case decrease of the spectral line width seems
to reflect the narrowing of the bandwidth, due to spatial restriction or atomic isolation.
In the present case a similar isolation of Th in the ThO2 matrix would lead to a narrowing
of the Th-6d7s band. Oxide formation does not proceed via island growth (leaving large
areas of metal unchanged) but proceeds homogeneously on the entire surface, disrupting the metal - metal bond.
In Figure 2.8, we report the X-ray diffraction pattern of a ThO2 film obtained by dc
sputtering and deposited on Si (111) at 100 °C. The (111) peak of Si is used as internal reference and despite the film thickness; we consider the sample height relatively to the Si
surface negligible. The lattice parameter is calculated from the peak positions adjusted
after the (111) Si peak was corrected to 2θ 28.44° [47] and obtained after extrapolation of
a = f(sin2 θ). The pattern shows a polycrystalline structure corresponding to the cubic
crystal structure expected for ThO2 with a lattice parameter of a = 5.61 Å, which is very
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Table 2.1: Binding Energy of Th-4f and O-1s, Peak Width, and Satellite Position Relatively to Main Peak Th4f 7/2 Measured for ThO2 Film and Bulk of This Study and Compared to Literature Data

This study

Literature

thin fim

bulk

bulk

Th-4f 7/2

334.8

334.5

334.6[14] 334.9[43]

fwhm

1.85

2.32

1.8[14]

Th-4f 5/2

344.0

343.7

343.9[14]

satellite

7.3

7.6

7.3[14], 6.9[43]

530.6

530.4

O-1s

Figure 2.7: Left: HeII spectra ThOx (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) thin films versus O2 partial pressure. Right: superposition of
density of states of ThOx (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) at Fermi level.

close with the bulk lattice parameter, a = 5.598 Å [48]. In the inset in Figure 8 the deposition of ThO2 on Si (100) at room temperature is reported, and here we can see an epitaxial
growth of the film along the direction (400). As reported for the deposition of UN films
[49], the microstructure of the sample is depending on the conditions of deposition, for
instance the gas partial pressure, the temperature, and time of deposition. This has been
the subject of complete experiments presented in the literature [42, 50], and this is out
of the frame of the present study on the electronic structure, which is independent of
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Figure 2.8: X-ray diffraction pattern of ThO2 thin film deposited on Si(111) wafer at 100 °C and in inset on
Si(100) at room temperature. Crystallographic structure of ThO2 .

the microstructure. However, this aspect is important due to its influence on the electrochemical behavior. Before to study the corrosion properties of ThO2 and (U,Th)O2
films, it is important to characterize their polycrystalline character to be representative
as model of the fuel. The use of thin films as model for bulk fuel has the advantages that
a large range of microstructure can be obtained going from single crystal to polycrystal,
simulating different aspect of the nuclear fuel properties.

2.4. C ONCLUSION
We have studied the formation and electronic structure of thin films of Th oxides using
X-ray and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy. Thin films were prepared by exposing
metal surfaces to oxygen or by depositing Th in the presence of oxygen (reactive sputtering).
When exposed to molecular oxygen, the thorium metal surface oxidizes quickly reaching saturation, while the subsurface stays metallic, with a characteristic Th-4f signal.
The saturated surface reacts further with atomic oxygen, and eventually the bulk metal
is transformed into oxide at room temperature. It is concluded that molecular oxygen
does not dissociate on the oxide while atomic oxygen is still capable of adsorbing and
diffusing into the bulk. Atomic oxygen adsorption broadens the O-2p valence band. All
photoemission peaks underwent a rigid shift to low binding energy, which is consistent
with the formation of O2− surface atoms.
Thin films of ThOx (0 ≤ x ≤ 2) were also produced by dc sputtering in Ar plasma with
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the presence of O2 . The film was continuously oxidized during formation, and there was
no oxygen concentration gradient between surface and bulk. The Th-4f core level spectrum could be fitted by two peaks corresponding to f-screened and d-screened peak.
While the f-screened peak is the main peak for the thorium metal, its BE shifts and its intensity decreases at the expense of the d-screened peak which is the main peak in ThO2 .
The Th-4f and O-1s peaks both increase to higher binding energy until an O/Th ratio of
about 2 and then drop suddenly to a lower and constant energy corresponding to the
formation of ThO2 which cannot further oxidized. The sudden drop of the binding energy observed for ThO2 thin film is also attributed to the decrease of the Fermi energy.
The advantage of working with thin films is that it avoids the charging effect which is
observed on isolating bulk material.
Deposition of ThO2 thin film on Si(111) wafer at 100 °C enable to produce a polycrystalline film with a preferential orientation along the ThO2 (111) direction as demonstrated by X-ray diffraction. When the deposition is made at room temperature, an epitaxial growth takes place along the orientation of the support. It is apparent from these
results that this method of using of actinide oxide thin films can be used for surface characterization and analysis without having pellets and bulk materials.
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T H E FFECT ON THE OXIDATION OF
U: XPS/UPS AND CV
I NVESTIGATION ON U1−x T H x O2
( X =0 TO 1) T HIN F ILMS
Pelin C AKIR, Rachel E LOIRDI, Frank H UBER, Rudy J. M.
KONINGS, Thomas G OUDER

Thin films of U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0 to 1) have been characterized by XPS/UPS, XRD and CV in
order to understand the effect of Th on the oxidation mechanism. During the deposition,
the competition between U and Th for oxidation showed that Th has a much higher affinity for oxygen. Deposition conditions, time and temperature were also examined, to look
at the homogeneity and the stability of the films. XRD patterns, core level spectra obtained
for U1−x Thx O2 vs. the composition showed that lattice parameters follow the Vegard’s law
and the binding energies of U-4f and Th-4f are in good agreement with literature data
obtained on bulk compounds. To study the effect of Th on the oxidation of U1−x Thx O2
films, we used CV experiments at neutral pH of a NaCl solution in contact with air. The
results indicated that Th has an effect on the U oxidation as demonstrated by the decrease
of the current of the oxidation peak of U. XPS measurements made before and after the CV,
showed a relative enrichment of Th the surface, supporting the formation at a longer term
of a Th protective layer at the surface of U1−x Thx O2 .

Parts of this chapter have been published in Applied Surface Science 393, 204-211 (2017) [1]
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3.1. I NTRODUCTION
HORIUM -Uranium mixed oxides are interesting nuclear fuel materials. Compared to
uranium-plutonium mixed oxide, the higher thermal stability and melting temperature results in a larger margin to melting [2]. The use of Thorium-Uranium mixed oxide
results in the production of smaller quantities of Transuranium elements [3].
During the geological storage of used nuclear fuel, the radionuclides embedded in
the uranium fuel matrix, which are produced during the reactor irradiation, can be released via the dissolution of the fuel matrix. Uranium has two stable oxidation states,
(IV) and(VI), and several mixed valence phases (i.e. U3 O7 , U4 O9 , U3 O8 ). The solubility
of uranium increases several magnitudes as the oxidation state increases from U(IV) to
U(VI) in the matrix [4]. On the other hand, ThO2 is chemically stable, having one oxidation state (IV), and its dissolution is reported to be extremely difficult [5].
Since the first contact of the material with the environment happens on the surface,
our interest is to observe changes and the evolution of the oxide layer forming at the
interface. In this work, thin films of (U, Th) mixed oxides formed by sputter deposition
technique [6] are used instead of using bulk material [7–10]. The use of thin films to
simulate the surface of bulk compounds results in a high flexibility for compositional
changes (O/(U + Th) or U/Th ratios). Moreover, it allows deposition of layers of different thickness onto variable substrates, with different microstructure when changing
the temperature and gas pressure during the deposition. Materials such as uraniumthorium oxides, are difficult to study by photoelectron spectroscopy [11], which is due
to their semiconductor properties as a result of which the flow of current cannot be
achieved properly along the bulk sample thickness. This aspect can be limited or avoided
by the use of thin films because the low thickness results in a low resistance and the voltage drop can be neglected [12, 13].
The main goal of this study is to understand the effect of the stable tetravalent actinide Th(IV) onto uranium dioxide and to follow the electronic structure, oxidation state
and redox reactions on the surface.
The paper is divided into three sections. The first part investigates the relative oxygen affinity between uranium and thorium, by bringing them into competition. The
second part examines the effect of high temperature and low temperature deposition
on the surface properties such as oxygen diffusion and atomic segregation. Also in this
part, we compare U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0 to 1) thin films to bulk materials to confirm their
use as model, by analysing their electronic structure and lattice parameters versus their
composition. The third part consists of electrochemical studies on U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0
to 1). Electrochemistry, especially cyclicvoltammetry (CV) of UO2 samples has been intensively employed [14–19] however to the best of our knowledge, there has been no CV
record on uranium-thorium mixed oxides, probably due to the semiconductor properties. The objective of the current CV studies is to examine the oxidation of U1−x Thx O2
before and after the CV using XPS, looking at the composition and the oxidation state.

T

3

3.2. E XPERIMENTAL
The thin films of U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0 to 1) were prepared in-situ by direct current reactive
co-sputtering from thorium and uranium metal targets in a gas mixture of Ar (6N) and
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O2 (6N). The oxygen concentration in the films was adjusted by changing the O2 partial
pressure (10−8 mbar - 6 × 10−6 mbar), while the Ar partial pressure was maintained at 5
× 10−7 mbar. The composition of the films is controlled by changing the respective target voltages for U and Th target. The thin films were deposited onto silicon wafer (111)
substrates, which were cleaned by Ar ion sputtering (4 keV) for 1 min. The plasma in
the diode source was maintained by injection of electrons of 50-100 eV energy (triode
setup), allowing working at low Ar pressure in absence of stabilizing magnetic fields. After deposition, the thin films were transferred to the XPS-UPS analysis chamber without
exposing them to air.
Photoelectron spectroscopy data were recorded using a hemispherical analyzer from
Omicron (EA 125 U5). The spectra were taken using Mg Kα1 (1253.6 eV) radiation with an
approximate energy resolution of 1 eV. UPS measurements were made using HeII(40.81
eV) excitation radiation produced by a high intensity windowless UV rare gas discharge
source (SPECS UVS 300). The total resolution in UPS was 0.1-0.05 eV for the high resolution scans. The background pressure in the analysis chamber was 2 × 10−10 mbar. The
spectrometer was calibrated by using Au-4f 7/2 line of metal to give a value at 83.9 eV
BE and Cu-2p3/2 line of metal at 932.7 eV BE for XPS, and on HeI and HeII Fermi-edges
for UPS. Photoemission spectra were taken at room temperature. Quantification of the
spectra was done using CasaXPS software (version 2.3.13Dev50). As Relative Sensitivity Factors, Scofield cross-sections for Mg-Kα1 radiation [20] were taken. An example of
peaks deconvolution with the CasaXPS software is reported in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Peaks Deconvolution of Th-4f 5/2 and U-4f 5/2 , with peaks positions, FWHM, peaks area and quantification obtained with CasaXPS software.

For the electrochemical study, a standard 3-electrode setup was used with a working
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Table 3.1: Binding energy of 4f5/2 core level peak for Th metal, U metal, ThO2 and UO2 . Substance

4f5/2

Satellite

Th metal

342.3 [21, 22]

-

U metal

388.4 [23]

-

Substance

3

ThO2

346.8 [21, 24]

7.3

UO2

390.95 [12, 25]

6.7

electrode composed of U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0.00,0.10, 0.44, 0.84, 1.00) thin films deposited
onto gold foil surface; the reference electrode was an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) electrode and a
Pt wire as counter electrode. Gold foils were first cleaned with Ethanol/1N H2 SO4 /H2 O
then heated till 300°C under ultra-high vacuum (UHV). As adhesion layer, an interface
composed of a (U,Th) metal layer was deposited at 300°C between the gold foil and the
U1−x Thx O2 film. All potential values in this paper are versus Ag/AgCl. The measurements were carried out with a stationary electrode in an unstirred solution. The electrolyte was a 0.01 M NaCl solution at neutral pH in contact with air. Experiments were
carried out at room temperature (22 ± 3°C) in a closed Teflon electrochemical cell with
an electrolyte volume of 3 ml. Applied potentials were not corrected for voltage drop because of the negligible electrode resistance of the film electrodes [12]. Before the scans,
the electrodes were preconditioned at the most cathodic potential for 5 min to reduce
any higher oxides formed during the transportation. The cyclovoltammetry (CV) measurements were recorded in potential sweep cycles in a first series (15 cycles) from -1.000
V Ag /AgC l up to +0.600 V Ag /AgC l , and back to -1.000 V Ag /AgC l and then in a second series
(15 cycles) from -1 V Ag /AgC l to 0.8 V Ag /AgC l at a scan rate of 0.010 V s−1 . Ultra pure water from a MilliQ-system (>18 M Ω) was used. Chemicals were all p.a. grade (Merck,
Darmstadt).
The X-ray diffraction analyses were made on a conventional Phillips PW3830 powder
diffractometer with a Cu X-ray tube (40 kV, 30 mA, Kα1 = 0.1540560 nm). Films of about
360 nm (1 Å/s) thicknesses were deposited at 100°C on a Si (111) wafer. The patterns were
recorded at room temperature in a step scan mode over a 2θ range of [10-100]°, with a
step size of 0.01° and a count time of 5 s per step.

3.3. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
3.3.1. R ELATIVE OXYGEN AFFINITY
To measure the relative oxygen affinity of thorium and uranium, a series of thin films
were deposited successively by increasing the oxygen partial pressure with a low increment and analyzing them in-situ by XPS. The U-4f and Th-4f core level spectra enable
to investigate the oxidation of uranium and thorium through their binding energy (BE)
peak, their shape and their satellites. As reference values, Table 3.1 reports the 4f5/2 BE of
thorium and uranium present in the metal and in the dioxide, as well as the corresponding satellite.
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Figure 3.2 reports U-4f 5/2 and Th-4f 5/2 core level spectra of (U,Th)Ox (x < 2) thin films
obtained successively by co-deposition under slight increase of oxygen partial pressure
and (U,Th) metal films pectra are used as reference (red plots). It should be noted that
the oxygen partial pressures used in this experiment are not universal values, but vary
according to the experimental set-up. The BE and the peak shapes obtained for (U,Th)
metal are in agreement with those reported in literature for single and bulk element of
uranium and thorium [21, 26].

3

Figure 3.2: Th-4f 7/2 line (left) U-4f 7/2 line (right) core level spectra for co-deposited (U,Th) films versus the
relative increase of partial pressure of oxygen (PO2 ).

The initial adding of oxygen during deposition affects first the thorium as shown by
the relative increase of the d-screened peak whereas the uranium peak keeps constant
in shape and in binding energy. The quicker oxidation of thorium relative to uranium is
confirmed by the further and nearly complete oxidation of thorium (green curves) while
for uranium the f-screened peak is still the main peak. This simple experiment demonstrates an obvious and much stronger affinity of oxygen for thorium than for uranium,
as shown by the oxidation of uranium starting only once thorium is nearly completely
oxidized This is in agreement with the higher stability (lower Gibbs energy of formation)
of Th4+ relatively to U4+ . The shift to lower binding energy of Th-4f and U-4f peaks
is taking place due to the decrease of Fermi-energy linked to charge carrier depletion
[27, 28] in the sample, as reported in a previous study on ThO2 [21]. It is a coherent shift,
occurring for all photoemission lines (including O-1s). The thickness of the oxide layer
is small enough to allow electrons to tunnel through. This avoids the charging upon
photoemission and still permits a well-defined Fermi-level [29].
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3.3.2. I NFLUENCE OF DEPOSITION CONDITIONS AND COMPARISON WITH
BULK DATA

3

I NFLUENCE OF DEPOSITION TIME AND TEMPERATURE ON U0.50 T H0.50 O2 THIN FILMS
In the following section, we compare the effect of deposition time of films at room temperature on the core level and valence band spectra. The idea behind is to investigate the
reproducibility and the homogeneity of the film surface as a function of the film thickness, going from atomic to bulk properties. While XPS probes a depth of about 100 Å,
XRD is looking into a sample depth of the order of a µm. Since we showed that the composition along the thickness of the film (i.e. deposition time) is constant, we consider
that the composition of the surface is representative of that of the bulk.

Figure 3.3: The influence of the deposition time on the U-4f and Th-4f core level spectra (A) and on HeII
valence band spectra (B) for U0.50 Th0.50 O2 .

A film composition of U0.50 Th0.50 O2 has been chosen for this experiments series. The
deposition rate is about 1 Å/s. Figure 3.3 shows the core level spectra U-4f and Th-4f
(A), the valence band (B) and the corresponding O–1s (middle) of U0.50 Th0.50 O2 film deposited during 5 min and 25 min corresponding to 30 and 150 nm, respectively. The
deposition conditions were kept rigorously the same despite a small difference for the
oxygen partial pressure. The Figure 3.3A shows the spin-orbit splits of uranium and thorium 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 . The binding energies of 4f7/2 in uranium and thorium are 380.3
eV and 334.3 eV respectively, corresponding to uranium (IV) and thorium (IV) oxidation states. The satellite peaks and the peak positions have been extensively studied in
previous papers both on ThO2 [21] and UO2 [12]. The position and the intensity of the
satellite peaks are characteristic for the oxidation states of the materials and are linked
to the final state occupation. The satellite peak positions for U-Th mixed oxides (6.7 eV
for U-4f 7/2 and 7.3 eV for Th-4f 7/2 ) are also those expected for the +IV oxidation state
[30]. Within the uncertainty the quantification of the spectral lines, using CasaXPS software, does not indicate any atomic segregation at the surface for both depositions, and
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this is also emphasized by the constant full width at half maximum (FWHM) and binding
energies. This shows the stability of the deposition technique.

3

Figure 3.4: The influence of the deposition temperature on the U-4f and Th-4f core level spectra (A) and on
the HeII valence band spectra (B) for a U0.50 Th0.50 O2 .

The HeII valence band spectra (Figure 3.3B) are more sensitive to 5f states compared
to HeI (not reported here) and due to the short range of the emitted photoelectrons, UPS
is more sensitive to the surface than XPS. As thorium does not have a 5f state, the peakat
1.3 eV below EF is due to the U-5f 2 . The peak between 3 and 9 eV is attributed to O2p band emission. While XPS spectra did not show quantitative differences, UPS shows
different O-2p band intensity and thus different ratio O-2p/U-5f, going from 5.7 to 7.0
for 5.1 × 10−6 and 6.1 × 10−6 mbar partial oxygen pressure, respectively.
With the same goal as the previous experiments, we compared the electronic structure of U0.50 Th0.50 O2 films prepared with the same time of deposition at room temperature and at 390°C. Figure 3.4A reports the U-4f and Th-4f core level states and the O-1s
spectra (inset Figure 3.4), while Figure 3.4B shows the corresponding HeII valence band
of U0.50 Th0.50 O2 . First we observed a clear superposition of the Th-4f core level peaks for
both temperatures, while a small difference appears for the intensity of the U-4f peaks
and for the shape of their satellites. This shows that temperature does not have an effect
on the thorium states once this is completely oxidized, whereas it influences the uranium states due to the diffusion of the oxygen in the film, leading to further oxidation of
U. This is also shown in the magnified satellite intensities (inset Figure 3.4A) and by the
slight shift towards higher BE observed in inset O–1s figure. The composition of the film
deposited at 390°C could be quantified as U0.51 Th0.49 which is within the uncertainty of
the technique similar to the composition of the film deposited at room temperature. In
Figure 3.4B, the HeII valence spectra show a main effect of the temperature on the O-2p
band whose intensity and FWHM decrease, while the 5f2 peak shifts slightly to higher
BE. The diffusion of the oxygen from the top surface to the inner of the film can explain
this effect.
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E LECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND LATTICE PARAMETER VERSUS COMPOSITION OF U1−x T H x O2
FILMS AND BULK MATERIALS

3

To validate the use of thin films as model, we proceeded with th edeposition of a series of
U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0 to 1) films monitoring the U-4f and Th-4f binding energies in-situ and
also the lattice parameter versus the composition in ex-situ by XRD. The corresponding
data reported in Figure 3.5A are compared to the data obtained on bulk samples [30–34].
The lattice parameters observed for our thin films are close to the ones reported on bulk
sample, following Vegard’slaw expected for this solid solution. The intercept of the linear
fit of our work and of Anthonysamy et al. [30] study for UO2 are 5.448 and 5.465 Å, respectively. The smaller lattice parameter found for our film can be explained by the presence
of the stress in the films and with the small crystallite size as shown by the broadening of
the XRD peaks [35]. Another parameter which may influence the evolution of the lattice
parameter is the oxygen content which compared to bulk compounds might be slightly
different from our films produced in-situ. However, XPS results showed that the films are
stoichiometric.

Figure 3.5: Lattice parameter of U1−x Thx O2 films versus x obtained in this work and compared to literature
data obtained on bulk compounds (A). Th-4f 7/2 and U-4f 7/2 Binding energy in U1−x Thx O2 films obtained in
this work and compared to literature obtained on bulk compounds (B).

Figure 3.5B shows the BE of U-4f 7/2 and the Th-4f 7/2 in U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0 to 1) versus
the compositions and compares with the data obtained on bulk samples [30, 36]. Vael
et al. [37] pointed out that the binding energy of U-4f 7/2 for U(IV) ranges from 379.9 to
380.9 eV. Our results stay in the reported range which shows that U and Th mixed oxides
are stoichiometric. Binding energies of Th-4f 7/2 are also stable in a 0.6 eV range and in a
good agreement with data obtained by Allen et al. [36] but different by 1 eV relatively to
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the one reported by Anthonysamy et al. [30].
To summarize, U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0 to 1) mixed oxides films follow Vegard’s law and
the binding energies are in good relation with the ones obtained for bulk materials. It
is apparent from these results that our thin films can be used as model for actinide oxide bulk samples, despite the microstructure which can be different (stress,preferential
orientation, . . .).

3.3.3. E LECTROCHEMICAL S TUDIES
Many studies have been reported on chemical, physical properties and leaching experiments of (U,Th) mixed oxides [7, 10, 38, 39]. Sunder et al. [10] showed that the oxidation
process taking place at the surface of (U,Th) mixed oxide samples are similar to pure
UO2 . However, compared to UO2 the leaching experiments showed that the decrease
of the uranium dissolution rate and this has been linked to the lower uranium content
present in mixed oxide and in contact with solution. This statement has been supported
by Heisbourg et al. [7, 38] who studied the kinetics of dissolution of (U,Th) mixed oxides
both thorium- and uranium-rich samples. Also, XPS analyses of samples obtained after
leaching experiment demonstrate a surface enriched in thorium, forming a protective
layer disabling further dissolution of the uranium [7]. Demkowicz et al.[39] also reported
that the uranium dissolution rate in fresh samples of (U,Th)O2 was 10 to 40 times lower
than for conventional UO2 fuel.
Thus compared to pure UO2 , there is a clear indication for a lower dissolution rate of
uranium in (U,Th) mixed oxide, however the oxidation and reduction process is not clear
yet. Sunder et al.[10] pointed out that due to the high electrical resistivity, working with
electrochemical techniques on such a system as bulk material was not possible. To overcome this difficulty, thin films can be a good alternative as demonstrated by Miserque et
al. [12], who reported cyclic voltammetry on UO2 thin films. By comparing CV measurements on UO2 thin film (1 µm) and bulk UO2 (1 mm), it was confirmed that the films
made by DC sputtering technique have much lower resistance than the bulk electrodes
and the IR drop for cyclic voltammetry is negligible.
Figure 3.6 shows the first two cycles of U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0.10, 0.44,0.84, 1.00) electrodes scanned between -1 V to 0.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) in 0.01 M NaCl. The first cycles
are indicated with solid lines, the second ones are indicated with dashed lines. Roman
numbers on the graphs indicate the peak positions of the suggested reactions based on
literature [18, 40]. During the first cycle, the UO2 electrode does not show any significant peak in region I. In this potential window it is thermodynamically impossible to
oxidize homogeneous UO2 and the previous studies attributed the current change to the
different energy sites or inhomogeneity such as grain boundaries and hyperstoichiometry (e.g UO2+x ) on the surface of the electrode [18, 40]. The first cycle for the UO2 ,
U0.90 Th0.10 O2 , U0.56 Th0.44 O2 and U0.16 Th0.84 O2 electrodes does not show any significant
peaks, however, the second cycles of UO2 and U0.90 Th0.10 O2 electrodes show a slight
current increase. On the other hand, at lower content of uranium (i.e. U0.56 Th0.44 O2 and
U0.16 Th0.84 O2 electrodes) we do not observe the increase of the current, which can be
explained by alower oxidation on the surface in the first cycles.
In region II, the oxidation of UO2 to UO2+x starts and in the subsequent region III,
UO2+x increases to UO2.33 by O2− incorporation into the lattice. At higher potentials,
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Figure 3.6: Cyclic voltammetry on U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0, 0.10, 0.44, 0.84, 1) films for the first two cycles.

the oxidation process might lead either to its dissolution as UO2 2+ or recrystallization as
UO2.5 and UO2.66 (due to the adsorbed UO2 2+ ). However, in neutral to slightly alkaline
electrolytes, UO2 2+ in solution might re-precipitateon the electrode either as schoepite
(UO3 ·H2 O) or as metaschoepite(UO3 ·2H2 O) [18, 40].
In region III, a fast increase of the current is observed for both UO2 and U0.90 Th0.10 O2
electrodes indicating the onset of dissolution, which is not to such extent the case for
U0.56 Th0.44 O2 and U0.16 Th0.84 O2 films. This process was studied by monitoring the mass
loss from the UO2 electrode in solutions of pH = 5 to pH = 8 using EQCM by Seibert et al.
[13].
Region IV and V are the reduction peaks of oxidized layers observed on cathodic
potentials. These peaks are usually coupled with the anodic oxidation peaks. The potentials of the peaks are related to the thickness of the oxide layer formed during the
anodic scans at the surface [41]. In neutral electrolytes, region IV is observed and attributed to reduction of UO3 ·nH2 O to UO2+x . UO3 ·nH2 O phases are insulators and
thought to precipitate as porous layer and do not interfere with the reduction of the
under-lying oxides [42, 43]. Region V is associated to the reduction of underlying oxides such as UO2.33 /UO2+x or UO2.5 , UO2.67 created in region III, as stated above [40].
Starting from region IV and going to region V, UO2 and U0.90 Th0.10 O2 electrodes show
higher cathodic currents indicating the reduction of U(VI) to U(IV). This is not the case
for U0.56 Th0.44 O2 and U0.16 Th0.84 O2 . This behavior is also reflected in region V while
UO2 and U0.90 Th0.10 O2 electrodes show reduction to stoichiometric UO2 , the other two
electrodes does not indicate any compelling current activity. The low current observed
at this potential window on the U0.56 Th0.44 O2 and U0.16 Th0.84 O2 electrodes can be at-
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Figure 3.7: Cyclic voltammetry for U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0, 0.10, 0.44, 0.84, 1) films from the 3rd up to the 15th cycle
in the range of -1 V to 0.6 V (A). Cyclic voltammetry for U1−x Thx O2 (x = 0, 0.10, 0.44, 0.84, 1) films for higher
potential window up to 0.8 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) and gold substrate cycles (yellow lines) (B).
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tributed to the lower content of uranium in contact with the solution. Also the substitution of uranium by thorium in UO2 lattice leads to the alteration of the electric properties
(from semi-conductor UO2 to insulator ThO2 ) of mixed oxide samples. It decreases the
electrical conductivity and thus the dissolution rate of uranium as reported in literature
[10, 44].
Figure 3.7A represents the cycles from 3r d till 15t h CV in the range of -1 V to 0.6
V Ag /AgC l . In Figure 3.7A, in region V, we do observe that the cathodic current increases
with the uranium content. While U0.90 Th0.10 O2 and, to a lesser extent, U0.56 Th0.44 O2
behave in a similar way as pure UO2 , showing a shifting to higher cathodic potential
along the successive cycle, U0.16 Th0.84 O2 remains constant current in this region. The
shifting to lower potential seems to indicate the formation of a thicker oxide layer increasing along the successive cycles (indicated with the arrows). Uncompleted reduction
in domain V leads to an increase of oxidation on region I of the current getting higher
and higher in each cycle. The same phenomenon is not observed for U0.56 Th0.44 O2 and
U0.16 Th0.84 O2 electrodes due to the lower amount of uranium. In region II and III, where
oxidation of UO2 and UO2+x is taking place, the current increases with the content of the
uranium present in the electrodes.
When the scans continued up to 0.8 V Ag /AgC l for another 15 cycles, differences were
observed as shown in Figure 3.7B. Looking at the peaks in region V and region I, we do
observe an opposite trend compared to Figure 3.7A. The broader scan window to higher
anodic potential leads a shifting to lower cathodic potential of region V and to a decrease
of current along the cycles in regions V and I. This might be due to fact that higher dissolution rates are achieved at higher anodic potentials. This decrease in intensity of peaks
in region V and I may be related to the decrease of the thickness of the hyperstoichiometric oxide layers (region V), thus leading to less different energy sites or grain boundaries
on the surface (region I).The reason why this is happening in this bigger potential window is not totally clear.
Gold used as substrate and considered as noble metal does not interfere strongly in
the working potential window chosen in this study, as shown in Figure 3.7B in yellow
lines. In the potential windows up to 0.6 V (not reported here) it has no effect as demonstrated by the low current value, but when measured up to 0.8 V a peak marked as X on
the cathodic potentials is observed. This might be attributed to the electrolyte reduction.
The films have a certain porosity enabling the contact of the solution with gold substrate.
The intensity peak X increase along the successive cycles and can be related to the oxide
layer getting more and more porous while the gold surface increases together with its
related current.
The current counts for the U0.56 Th0.44 O2 and U0.16 Th0.84 O2 electrodes throughout
their consecutive CVs have about the same values, which can be explained by the lower
amount of uranium at the surface. The U0.16 Th0.84 O2 electrode is rather behaving as the
gold substrate itself. It has a higher current than gold substrate due to the small amount
of uranium on the surface. Nonetheless the current activity should be related to the
electrolyte interference because thorium is not expected to show any oxidation on these
potential window [45].
Figure 3.8 compares the U-4f and Th-4f spectra of U0.67 Th0.33 O2 film obtained before and after CV as an example the general observations. First the U-4f peaks shift to
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Figure 3.8: U-4f and Th-4f of U0.67 Th0.33 oxide film before and after 30 cycles, inset graph represents the
corresponding O-1s spectra.

higher binding energy indicating further oxidation as UO2+x , unlike the Th-4f peaks that
keep a constant binding energy because no further oxidation than Th(IV) can take place.
We also observed the change in the intensity peaks. When the two spectra before and
after the CV experiment are normalized to Th-4f, the U-4f intensity peaks decreased after the CV cycles, indicating a lower uranium content at the surface compared to the
initial, as deposited film composition. Also the shift of U-4f to higher binding energy
after CV experiment indicates a higher oxidation state for uranium at the surface. The
quantification using CasaXPS shows that the composition changes from U0.67 Th0.33 O2
to U0.57 Th0.43 O2+x . In the inset of Figure 3.8 we observe the broadening of the peak O-1s
which can be deconvoluted in two components, at low BE and one at higher BE, corresponding to O2− and to OH− respectively [38, 46]. The O-1s shift is more pronounced on
the films that contain higher amount of uranium on the composition.
To summarize the CV experiment on the mixed oxide films, Table 3.2 reports the
compositions and the BE of U-4f 5/2 , Th-4f 5/2 and O-1s core level peaks for the different
samples before and after CV cycles. The results show a strong decrease of uranium content relative to thorium, decreasing by about 30 at % (sample 2) compared to the initial
composition. The preferential dissolution of uranium at the surface enables to explain
this result leading to an enrichment of thorium at the surface which along oxidation and
dissolution of U(VI) provides a protection layer inhibiting the further oxidation of the
uranium present deeper in the film. The thorium effect has been discussed in literature
[7, 10, 38] reporting its role to passivate the surface, limiting further oxidation of uranium and decreasing the dissolution rate of uranium. Our results enable to confirm this

Before CV
Composition

U0.67 Th0.33 O2
U0.56 Th0.44 O2
U0.16 Th0.84 O2

380.5
380.5
380.5

U-4f 5/2

334.0
333.9
333.9

Th-4f 5/2

529.8
529.8
529.8

O-1s

Binding Energy, eV

After CV
Composition

U0.57 Th0.43 O2+x
U0.40 Th0.60 O2+x
U0.14 Th0.86 O2+x

381.3
381
380.9

U-4f 5/2

334.1
333.9
333.8

Th-4f5/2

529.7/531.2
529.8/531.2
529.7/531.3

O-1s

Binding Energy, eV

Table 3.2: Composition and U-4f5/2 , Th-4f5/2 and O-1s films before and after 30 cycles of CV in [NaCl]=0.01 M.

Sample

1
2
3

3
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process taking place at the surface of the sample in contact with a neutral solution.

3.4. C ONCLUSION AND S UMMARY
Thin films of (U1−x Thx )O2 (x = 0 to 1) mixed oxides were investigated by XPS/UPS, XRD
and CV to establish the possible influence of thorium on the oxidation/dissolution process.
We first investigated the relative oxygen affinity of Th and U and oxidation of uranium
started only once thorium was completely oxidized. This observation is consistent with
the higher stability of ThO2 (∆ f G0 (298 K):-1170 kJ mol−1 ) compared to UO2 (∆ f G0 (298
K):-1031 kJ mol−1 [47]).
Based on core level and valence band spectra, homogeneity of the films could be
showed along the deposition. Also deposition temperature (from 25°C to about 400°C)
had no influence on thorium oxidation state while uranium undergoes further oxidation,
seen by a shift of the U-4f satellite and the U-5f 2 peak, and by a change of the O-2p/U5f 2 intensity ratio.
To determine the suitability of thin films as model system for nuclear fuel we compared the lattice parameters and the U-4f and Th-4f core level binding energy of films
to bulk compounds, for a series of compositions of U1−x Thx )O2 (x = 0 to 1). The lattice
parameters followed the Vegard´ıs law, with a slight deviation attributed to stress present
in the films. Also the binding energies of U-4f and Th-4f core levels were in agreement
with those reported on bulk compounds.
Cyclic voltammetry was used to follow the surface redox reactions for different compositions. In the potential window of [-1 to 0.6] V (vs Ag/AgCl), oxidative dissolution of
uranium in neutral pH solution suggests the formation of a layer of higher oxide at the
surface. Shift of the peaks to the higher negative potentials are observed in the cathodic
region V at about -0.9 V (vs Ag/AgCl),as well as in current intensity increase in the anodic region at about -0.5 V (vs Ag/AgCl) in region I, indicating formation of thicker layers
hyper-stoichiometric oxides on each cycle performed. The intensity and the position
of the peaks showed a proportional relation with the thorium content in UO2 matrix.
However, on a larger potential window [-1 to 0.8] V (vs Ag/AgCl), an opposite behaviour
is observed, such as lower intensity and adverse direction shifts on each cycles. This
change in behavior showed that the successive cycles result in thinner layers of hyperstoichiometric oxides on the surface. On the other hand, in the higher potential window
we observed higher current counts for both anodic and cathodic potentials for films with
higher thorium content (going from U0.56 Th0.44 O2 and U0.16 Th0.84 O2 ). This can be explained by the fact that a higher thorium concentration requires higher potentials to
oxidise uranium.
The XPS spectra obtained on samples, before and after CV experiments, indicated
clearly enrichment in thorium at the surface and a higher oxidation state of uranium.
The results also indicated that a higher initial uranium content on the surface leads to
a higher shift of U-4f binding energies, suggesting a higher oxidation state of uranium.
This was supported by the shape of the corresponding O-1s spectrum showing higher
contribution of oxygen from OH− groups.
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Rudy J. M. KONINGS, Thomas G OUDER

Thin films of uranium cerium mixed oxides Ux Ce1−x O2±y have been prepared by DC sputtering and characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Reduction and oxidation properties were analysed by exposing the films to atomic hydrogen and to atomic oxygen, respectively. Possible interaction between uranium and cerium were investigated, by
comparing the compounds to the single oxides of cerium and uranium. Uranium seems
to promote the reduction of cerium. Conversely cerium promotes oxidation of uranium.
Under our deposition conditions, it was not possible to produce pure U(IV) together with
pure Ce(IV). The synthesis of U2 O5 with U(V) cannot be obtained directly by DC sputtering, whereas with addition of cerium, U(V) seems to be stabilized and obtained more
easily. This can be related to a charge transfer between Ce(IV) and U(IV).
Parts of this chapter have been published in Applied Surface Science 457, 566-571 (2018) [1]
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4.1. I NTRODUCTION
HE safety assessment of nuclear waste disposal in deep geological repositories requires an understanding of the corrosion behaviour of spent nuclear fuel (SNF). In
particular the knowledge about the dissolution of the UO2+x matrix in the groundwater
is crucial, as it can be linked to concomitant release of radionuclides produced during
fission [2, 3]. The chemical properties of the spent fuel are strongly related to the oxidation state of uranium and thus to any parameter having influence on it [4]. It is well
known that the solubility of uranium oxide increases sharply with the oxidation state, but
it is also affected by the presence of other elements, transuranium elements or fission
products. The effect of plutonium is of particular interest, as mixed uranium-plutonium
oxide (MOX) is used as fuel in numerous nuclear reactors, and accumulates as spent
nuclear fuel.
In a previous work we focused on the effect of thorium, on (Ux ,Th1−x )O2 dissolution [5]. Thorium has only one stable oxidation state (IV), therefore, only uranium can
change oxidation state, and the system is relatively simple. In the present paper we study
the influence of cerium, which has two stable oxidation states, (III) and (IV). Since these
oxidation states of cerium are similar to plutonium [6–8] the mixed oxide with uranium
can be investigated as surrogate for (U-Pu) mixed oxides. Cerium also forms as a fission
product during reactor operation, together with other lanthanide elements, and thus be
considered as spent fuel model as well. Cerium oxide is also a candidate for hydrogen
production by concentrated solar power using thermochemical cycles for water splitting
[9, 10] because of its redox behaviour and high temperature stability. In this frame also
(U-Ce) mixed oxides were investigated [11].
In this work, we investigate the interaction of uranium and cerium in mixed oxides
using thin film model surfaces produced in-situ by DC sputtering. Sputter deposition is a
versatile method for producing samples with different U/Ce stoichiometries and oxygen
content (O/M ratios). In contrast to real spent fuel, which is very complex, doped films
allow focussing on one single element (Ce) and performing a single effect study. Since
the interaction of the environment with spent fuel takes place at the surface, this process
can be perfectly reproduced by using thin films.
DFT studies have shown that when CeO2 is mixed with UO2 , a charge transfer takes
place between the U(IV) and Ce(IV) leading to U(V) and Ce(III) [12]. This is corroborated by several experimental studies on (U-Ce) mixed oxide using XPS, in which the
surface oxidation states have been analysed. Bera et al. [13] found Ce(III) alongside
of U(IV), U(V) and U(VI). XPS measurements and analysis of the oxidized and reduced
Cex U1−x O2±y were performed by Al-Salik et al.[14]. While uranium was reduced from
U(VI) to U(V) to U(IV) during Ar+ ions sputtering, cerium was more sensitive to reduction in the mixed oxide than pure CeO2 . This shows that uranium promotes cerium reduction.
Even though there have been several studies on the redox behaviour of pure cerium
and uranium oxide thin films, research on the uranium cerium mixed oxide thin films
has so far not been performed, in contrast to bulk systems [6, 11, 13, 14].
In this work, we study the redox reactions on (U-Ce) mixed oxide surfaces upon exposure to atomic hydrogen and oxygen, respectively. The use of highly reactive atomic
species (O. and H. ) for oxidation and reduction of the film surfaces allows reproducing
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redox processes in the repository, triggered by alpha radiolysis of groundwater, creating strong oxidants (H2 O2 , H2 O. , O2 ) and reductants (H2 , H. , e− ) [15]. Reaction with the
more common molecular species (O2 and H2 ) under vacuum conditions (where electron
spectroscopy is done) fails producing these effects because of the very low reactivity of
these species.
In the following, we first discuss reference spectra of CeO2 , Ce2 O3 , UO2 , U2 O5 and
UO3 thin films and the deposition of (U-Ce) mixed oxide. Second, reduction by atomic
hydrogen at room temperature of CeO2 and UO3 will be compared to (U-Ce) mixed oxide
film (ratio U/Ce∼ 1), to understand the effect on the redox behavior in the solid solution
as claimed in literature [14]. In the third part, oxidation of Ce2 O3 , and U2 O5 have been
performed by exposure to atomic oxygen at 573 - 673 K, and compared to a (U-Ce) mixed
oxide film (ratio U/Ce∼ 0.05). The high temperature was chosen to enable diffusion of
oxygen into deeper layers and to achieve a homogeneously oxidized film. We will discuss
the redox states of uranium and cerium in the mixed oxide and more specifically the
effect of Ce(III) on the uranium valence, and compare to other Ln(III) cations [16–19].

4.2. E XPERIMENTAL
The thin films of Ux Ce1−x O2±y (x = 0 to 1) were prepared in-situ by direct current reactive
co-sputtering from cerium and uranium metal targets in a gas mixture of Ar (6N) and O2
(6N). The oxygen concentration in the films was adjusted by changing the O2 partial
pressure (10−4 Pa – 5 × 10−3 Pa), while the Ar partial pressure was maintained at 5 × 10−3
mbar. The composition of the films was controlled by changing the respective target
voltages for the uranium and cerium targets.
The thin films were deposited for 120 s with a deposition rate of 1Å/s, at room temperature on silicon wafer (100) substrates, which were cleaned by Ar ion sputtering (4
keV) for 10 min, and subsequently annealed under UHV at 773 K for 5 min. The plasma
in the diode source was maintained by injection of electrons of 25-50 eV energy (triode
setup), to work at low Ar pressure in absence of stabilizing magnetic fields.
Atomic oxygen (O. ) and hydrogen (H. ) were generated in an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) Plasma Source Gen I from Tectra GmbH, Frankfurt/M. The atom flux is
specified to >1016 atoms/cm2 /s, corresponding to an exposure of roughly 10 Langmuir/s
(i.e. 1.33x 10−3 Pa/s).
High resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed using a Phoibos 150 hemispherical analyser. Al Kα (E = 1486.6 eV) radiation was
produced by a XRC-1000 micro-focus source, equipped with a monochromator and operating at 120 W. The background pressure in the analysis chamber was around 2 x 10−10
mbar. The spectrometer was calibrated using the Au-4f7/2 line (83.9 eV) and Cu-2p3/2
(932.7 eV) of metallic gold and copper standards. Photoemission spectra were taken at
room temperature. Data analyses were performed using CasaXPS software.
All the films produced and used for this study are never in contact with the laboratory
atmosphere. The transfer of the different films from preparation chamber to analyses
chamber is made under UHV and by remote control using the Labstation developed at
JRC Karlsruhe.
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4.3. R ESULTS
4.3.1. R EFERENCE SPECTRA OF THE CERIUM AND URANIUM SINGLE OX IDES , AND (U-C E ) MIXED OXIDE DEPOSITION

4

The two cerium oxides CeO2 and Ce2 O3 were obtained by sputter deposition at the appropriate O2 partial pressure.
The Ce-3d spectra are rather complex [20–22] due to the coexistence of different final
states, well screened, poorly screened and unscreened peaks are observed at different
binding energies (BE). The ground state configurations of cerium are [Xe]4f1 (5d6s)3 for
Ce0 , [Xe]4f1 (5d6s)0 for Ce3+ and [Xe]4f0 (5d6s)0 for Ce4+ . The photoemission process
then leads to the typical final state screening picture, where the core hole is screened by
population of the 4f states (good screening), 5d6s (poor screening) and no population at
all (non-screening). The corresponding photoemission peaks for Ce(III) and Ce(IV) are
summarized in Table 4.1. These values are in very good agreement with spectra obtained
in literature [20, 22–25].

Figure 4.1: Ce-3d and O-1s core level spectra present in CeO2 (red) and in Ce2 O3 (blue) films

Figure 4.1 shows the Ce-3d spectra together with the O-1s spectra corresponding to
Ce2 O3 (blue curves) and CeO2 (red curves) films. Ce2 O3 displays four peaks for Ce-3d,
labelled W0 , W´ and V0 , V´ assigned to 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 respectively. In CeO2 the six peaks,
W, W´´, W´´´ and V, V´´,V´´´ are assigned to 3d3/2 and 3d5/2 respectively. The peak at
916.5 eV BE (W”’) is a clear indicator for Ce(IV) because it does not superimpose with any
Ce(III) line - it is not present in the spectrum of Ce2 O3 . It corresponds to the unscreened
Ce-3d3/2 final state of Ce(IV). However, there is no clear linear dependence between Ce4+
concentration and W”’ intensity [26].
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Table 4.1: Binding energy of Ce-3d peaks present in Ce2 O3 and CeO2 .

Ce(III)
V0
W0
V’
W’

Initial →
Final State

Binding
Energy [eV]

3d10 4f1 →
3d9 4f2 (5d6s)0

881.6

V

900.0

W

3d10 4f1 →
3d9 4f1 (5d6s)1

886.0

V”

904.6

W”

Ce(IV)

V”’
W”’

Initial →
Final State

Binding
Energy [eV]

3d10 4f0 (5d6s)0 →
3d9 4f1 (5d6s)0

882.3

3d10 4f0 (5d6s)0 →
3d9 4f0 (5d6s)1

889.0

3d10 4f0 (5d6s)0 →
3d9 4f0 (5d6s)0

898.1

900.7

907.3

916.5

The corresponding O-1s main line of CeO2 and Ce2 O3 lie at 529.7 eV and 530.4 eV
BE, respectively. The O-1s line of Ce2 O3 has a shoulder on its high binding energy side
while for CeO2 , the peak is relatively symmetric. Although this shoulder could a priori
be explained by the oxygen from the oxidized silicon substrate interface [20] which is
in contact with the Ce2 O3 thin film, this has been rejected because the BE difference
with the main peak is too low relatively to the expected value for O-Si substrate lines in
the present study. The shoulder has also been attributed to H2 O adsorbed on defect sites
[24, 27]. In general, water chemisorbed on oxides gives such high BE shoulder [28]. However, it has been shown that even at a temperature of 645 K the shoulder does not totally
disappear [24]. Pfau et al. [22] have linked this shoulder to vacancies or disorder induced
by the presence of Ce(III) in the sample. Ce2 O3 deposition at ambient temperature leads
to more defects, because of the absence of thermal annealing, as the atoms do not have
the energy to diffuse and organize at the surface of the substrate. In this study we always
observe this shoulder when Ce2 O3 is present in the mixed oxide.
Figure 4.2 compares the U-4f and O-1s core level spectra of UO2 , U2 O5 and UO3
films. Unlike UO2 , Ce2 O3 and CeO2 which can be produced directly by DC sputtering
by varying the O2 partial pressure, thin films of U2 O5 and UO3 require further oxidation
and reduction treatment with atomic oxygen and atomic hydrogen to be produced. To
get UO3 , post-deposition exposure to atomic oxygen at high temperature, 673 K, is necessary. U2 O5 is obtained by reducing with atomic hydrogen the UO3 films, kept at the
same temperature of 673 K [29].
Spectra show the spin-orbit split final states of U-4f5/2 and U-4f7/2 with ∆E=10.8 eV.
The main lines undergo a strong chemical shift between UO2 and U2 O5 (∆E=0.8 eV) and
a weaker one between U2 O5 and UO3 (∆E=0.2 eV). The main lines are accompanied by
characteristic satellites at higher binding energy. Table 4.2 summarizes the binding energy of the main peaks and the linked satellite peaks for U(IV), U(V) and U(VI). The satellite peaks play an important role in the assignment of the oxidation state of uranium. The
energy difference (∆E) between satellite and main line steadily increase with the oxidation state. The satellite has been attributed to the energy loss of the photoelectrons due
to excitation of an O-2p→U-5f unoccupi ed electron transition. However, the correlation
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Figure 4.2: U-4f and O-1s core level spectra present in UO2 (red), U2 O5 (green) and in UO3 (black) films -insert:
Satellite peaks of UO3 .

between the satellite energies and intensities and inter-atomic effects or environmental
condition is still not clear..
Figure 4.3 shows the U-4f, Ce-3d and O-1s spectra of uranium rich U0.8 Ce0.2 O2−x
films co-deposited at low (traces of oxygen) and at high oxygen partial pressure. The fitting of Ce-3d and U-4f peaks was done by using CasaXPS. Shirley algorithm for inelastic
background subtraction [30] and Gaussian-Lorentzian profile were applied for the fitting of the peaks. U/Ce and M/O were calculated using the ratios between the respective
peaks. Deposition at zero oxygen pressure still produces oxide films (Figure 4.3, black
curves), because of the residual oxidation of the targets from previous depositions and
we did not especially seek producing metal films. The film contains U(IV), as shown by
the 4f-satellite at ∆E=6.8 eV (Table 4.2), and Ce(III), as shown by the characteristic 3d
spectrum (compare to Figure 4.1). The corresponding O-1s spectrum has the main line
together with the high BE shoulder, which was previously observed for Ce2 O3 . At higher
oxygen partial pressure, uranium oxidizes further as shown by the appearance of a U-4f
satellite at ∆E=7.8 eV, characteristic for U(V) (Table 4.2). Cerium is partially oxidized into
Ce(IV). The O-1s peaks shifts to lower binding energy and the high BE shoulder tends to
disappear, resembling again the spectra of CeO2 . The shift, which also occurs for Ce-3d
and U-4f (rigid shift), is attributed to the decrease of the Fermi-energy as result of further
surface oxidation.
It was not possible to obtain solely Ce(IV) together with U(IV). Even partial oxidation
of Ce(III) only takes place when U4+ also oxidizes. This seems to reflect the chemical
equilibrium situation at the surface, because during sputter deposition the impinging
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Figure 4.3: U-4f, Ce-3d and O-1s of U0.80 Ce0.20 Oxide, effect of PO2 increase during co-deposition. Peaks were
deconvoluted using Shirley background correction and the Gaussian-Lorentzian function
Table 4.2: . Binding energy of O-1s, U-4f7/2 , U-4f5/2 and satellite peak present in UO2 , U2 O5 and UO3 .

O-1s [eV]

U-4f7/2 [eV]

U-4f5/2 [eV]

∆E [eV] U-4f -satellites

UO2

529.9 ± 0.1

380.1 ± 0.1

390.9 ± 0.1

6.9 ± 0.2

U2 O5

530.0 ± 0.1

380.8 ± 0.1

391.7 ± 0.1

7.8 ± 0.1

UO3

529.9 ± 0.1

381.0 ± 0.1

391.8 ± 0.1

9.7 ± 0.1

4.1 ± 0.1

clusters bring enough energy with them to be organized in a stable configuration.

4.3.2. R EDUCTION PROCESS WITH ATOMIC HYDROGEN
Reduction of CeO2 and uranium higher oxides, as bulk materials and thin films, are described in detail in the literature [14, 20, 31]. Reduction may occur by thermal decomposition (oxygen desorption), Ar+ sputtering (preferential removal of oxygen) or reaction
with hydrogen (water formation and desorption).
In Figure 4.4, spectra of Ce-3d, U-4f and O-1s along the reduction of pure CeO2 (Figure 4.4A) and pure UO3 (Figure 4.4B) films are reported and compared to the reduction
of U0.45 Ce0.55 O2+x by atomic hydrogen (Figure 4.4C).
Figure 4.4A displays the spectra of CeO2 obtained after deposition (black curve), and
after exposure to atomic hydrogen at room temperature (green curve) and subsequent
heating at 473 K (blue curve). Exposure to atomic hydrogen at ambient temperature has
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Figure 4.4: Ce-3d and U-4f before and after reduction with atomic hydrogen obtained on A- CeO2 , B- UO3 and
C- U0.45 Ce0.55 O2+x . Insert- O-1s of CeO2

only a slight effect on the Ce4+ /Ce3+ ratio measured by XPS (10 atomic layers): the intensity of the Ce4+ signal at 916 eV does not decrease and conversely the intensity of the
Ce3+ line at about 904.6 eV (W´) does not increase. Subsequent heat treatment at 473 K
did not change much the Ce4+ /Ce3+ ratio either. Another interesting sign of reduction
on surface is the shoulder at higher BE appearance on the O-1s spectrum (inset Figure
4.4A). This has been discussed many times in literature [24, 32]. It is concluded that the
surface hydroxyl appears as sign of oxygen vacancy and result of the reduction via break
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of M-O bond. The existence of OH− emission was also found in reductions of PuO2 to
Pu2 O3 [33]. In our study, we can say is that the peak intensity of the shoulder in O-1s
signal does not change much during the reduction process at room temperature followed by heating at 473 K. Surface reduction thus takes place more efficiently when the
sample is simultaneously heated to 473 K and exposed to atomic hydrogen (Figure 4.4A,
red curve). Decrease of the Ce4+ signal at 916.5 eV signal is in this condition stronger.
We explain the stronger reaction by the enhanced mobility of hydrogen and/or oxygen.
Diffusion of H in the bulk has been confirmed by XPS measurements made on grazing
incidence (not reported here) showing a constant intensity peak of Ce(III) for room and
for higher temperature. The limiting step for the lower near surface layers reduction is
linked to the diffusion of hydrogen and/or oxygen through the lattice.
Figure 4.4B shows U-4f core level spectra of UO3 before and after exposure to atomic
hydrogen at ambient temperature. The changing U-4f satellite energies (see Table 4.2)
show that U(VI) is reduced into U(V), i.e. UO3 into U2 O5 . Reduction to U2 O5 is complete
with the information depth of XPS, with a mean information depth of 10 monolayers.
Figure 4.4C shows the reaction of a mixed (U-Ce) oxide when exposed to atomic hydrogen at room temperature. In the mixed oxide both elements can change their oxidation state and the question is whether uranium can promote the reduction of cerium.
The initial deposition (black curve) shows the characteristic U-4f peaks of U(VI) with
some trace of U(V) and a Ce-3d peak typical for Ce(IV). The O-1s peak is of symmetrical shape. Deposition was performed at highest possible oxygen partial pressure. The
high limit is imposed by the oxidation of the targets during sputter deposition, which
eventually disrupts the plasma. It should be noticed that for uranium deposition alone
(see above), the highest uranium oxidation that could be reached in the films was UO2+x
with a mixture of U(IV)+U(V). In presence of cerium, U(VI) is obtained as main valence
state. Co-deposition with cerium as Ce(IV) thus seems to enhance uranium oxidation
further to U(VI) after deposition by DC sputtering. The presence of both trivalent and
tetravalent states of cerium is expected by the charge transfer reaction between U and
Ce as proposed by Griffiths et al. [34] as follows.
Ce4+ + U4+ –> Ce3+ + U5+
A charge-transfer process or orbital hybridization [35–37] has also been reported
for the known “cerium-uranium blue” colour of some CeO2 -UO2 solid solutions. Magnetic studies [37] of CeO2 -UO2 solid solutions were interpreted in terms of partial charge
transfer.
When the surface is exposed to atomic hydrogen at room temperature (RT), uranium
is fully reduced into U(V) (red curve), as for pure UO3 . Also, Ce(IV) is reduced into Ce(III)
even though to a lesser extent. This stands in contrast to pure CeO2 , which was hardly
reduced. Obviously, cerium reduction is enhanced by uranium. Upon reduction the Ce3d peaks shift to higher BE by 0.5 eV. A similar shift is observed for the O-1s peak. It is
attributed to the increase of the Fermi-energy upon formation of Ce2 O3 and reduction
of UO3 , and as consequence of negative charging of the surface. As after effect all photoemission peaks rigidly shift to higher binding energy (Ce-3d, O-1s). For the U-4f peak,
this shift is compensated by the reduction of U(VI) to U(V) which leads to a chemical
shift of the U-4f line to about 0.2-0.5 eV lower binding energy. When spectra are taken
at grazing incidence (blue curves), the Ce(III) signal at about 904.6 eV increases slightly
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showing reduction to take place mainly at the top surface. Also, the high BE shoulder of
the O-1s peak is increasing (arrow O-1s Figure4.4C), pointing to the presence of Ce2 O3 .
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Figure 4.5: Ce-3d core level spectra of CeO2 and U0.45 Ce0.55 after the exposure to atomic hydrogen at room
temperature

For better comparison, the Ce-3d spectra of CeO2 and U0.45 Ce0.55 O2+x after reaction
with hydrogen are superposed with normalized intensities in Figure 4.5. The mixed oxide has a more reduced Ce(III) signal. The presence of uranium seems to facilitate the
reduction of cerium at room temperature. The grazing incidence measurement shows
that the cerium reduction is more pronounced at the surface. The corresponding reduction of uranium from U(VI) into U(V) is well extending into the layers underneath.
Similar results are obtained by other authors for bulk samples of mixed uraniumcerium oxides who observed that cerium is more prone to reduction when mixed with
uranium [11, 14].

4.3.3. OXIDATION PROCESS WITH ATOMIC OXYGEN
Figure 4.6 displays the Ce-3d and U-4f core level spectra along the oxidation with atomic
oxygen of Ce2 O3 (Figure 4.6A) and UO2+x (Figure 4.6B) compared to the oxidation of
U0.05 Ce0.95 O2 (Figure 4.6C). U0.05 Ce0.95 O2 film is deposited at the highest possible oxygen pressure (limited by U and Ce target oxidation).
The oxidation of Ce2 O3 by atomic oxygen at 623 - 673K leads to pure CeO2 as indicated by the characteristic Ce-3d spectrum and by the absence of Ce-4f at about 1
eV (Figure 4.6A-insert). Oxidation of UO2+x by atomic oxygen leads to the formation of
UO3 . The absence of UI V or UV is demonstrated by the absence of the localized U-5f
emission[29].
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Figure 4.6: Ce-3d and U-4f before and after oxidation with atomic oxygen at about 600 K obtained on A- Ce2 O3 ,
B- U2 O5 and C- of U0.05 Ce0.95 O2 after deposition and after oxidation with atomic oxygen at 573 K

After deposition of U0.05 Ce0.95 O2 (black curves), cerium is present as a mixture with
mostly Ce4+ , while uranium is exclusively U(V), as shown by the satellite at ∆E=7.8 eV.
While we cannot obtain directly U2 O5 by DC sputtering, it is interesting to see that in
addition to cerium, a single oxidation state of uranium as U(V) can be directly obtained
by DC sputtering. This can be due to charge transfer between uranium and cerium,
stabilizing U(V) at the extent of pure and single U(IV) together with Ce(IV).
After oxidation of U0.05 Ce0.95 O2 with atomic oxygen, cerium is completely oxidised
into Ce4+ as shown by the absence of Ce-4f peak at about 1 eV [38] while uranium is
oxidised in U+6 with still some trace of U5+ as observed by a weak shoulder at low BE of
U-4f5/2 linked to U+5 satellite peak. Compared to binary uranium oxide UO2+x (Figure
4.6B) which oxidized completely to U(VI) in the mixed oxide, the oxidation of uranium
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into U(VI) is not complete, which may be linked to the presence of Ce(III) present initially as it has been reported in literature relatively to Ln(III) [16–18] which decrease the
trend of uranium to oxidise into U(VI).

4.4. C ONCLUSION

4

We studied the surface reactivity of (U-Ce) mixed oxides towards atomic hydrogen and
atomic oxygen. The redox behaviour of the mixed oxides was compared to that of the
binary cerium and uranium oxides. Goal was to detect a possible mutual influence between uranium and cerium on their reactivity. Two questions were addressed, first if uranium has an influence on the reduction of Ce(IV) into Ce(III), second, whether Ce(III)
could inhibit uranium oxidation to U(VI) formation, as was reported in literature for
other Ln(III) cations[16–19].
Reference spectra of the single oxides were taken using CeO2 , Ce2 O3 , UO2 , U2 O5 and
UO3 thin films. Both cerium oxides could be deposited directly by sputter deposition
using the appropriate oxygen pressure. In the U-O system only UO2 can be prepared
directly by DC sputtering. At maximum oxygen partial pressure, deposition of UO2+x is
obtained, containing a mixture of U4+ and U5+ . The higher uranium oxides U2 O5 and
UO3 representing the single state U(V) and U(VI) valence states, need post-deposition
treatment with atomic oxygen at 673 K.
In mixed oxide films uranium, with mainly U6+ or mainly U5+ could be deposited directly without post-deposition oxidation necessary for single uranium oxide. This shows
a higher reactivity of uranium towards oxygen when co-deposited with cerium and which
can be linked to charge transfer between uranium and cerium.
Surface reaction with atomic hydrogen at room temperature was studied. CeO2 , UO3
were compared to (U-Ce) mixed oxide system (ratio U/Ce∼1). It was shown that uranium promotes the reduction of cerium, as claimed in literature: at room temperature
cerium is partially reduced to Ce(III) while in the same condition pure CeO2 hardly reduces. Measurements at grazing incidence of the MOX showed that the cerium reduction is more pronounced at the surface. The corresponding reduction of uranium from
U(VI) into U(V) is well extending into the layers underneath. The reduction of the (U-Ce)
mixed oxide is thus a complex and incongruent process.
Surface oxidation with atomic oxygen at 573 K - 673 K of (U-Ce) mixed oxide system
(ratio U/Ce∼ 0.05) was compared to binary oxides Ce2 O3 and U2 O5 films. It was demonstrated that while uranium in U2 O5 is completely oxidised to UO3 as expected, uranium
in mixed oxide present initially as U(V) was not completely oxidised to U(VI), keeping
some traces of U(V). The result might be linked to the temperature which was kept at
about 600 K.
It was so far not possible to form mixtures of U(IV) and Ce(IV) by co-deposition:
U(V) always formed together with Ce(III), while Ce(IV) only formed in presence of U(V)
or U(VI).
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The surface reaction of neptunium dioxide (NpO2 ) and two mixed oxides of uranium with
plutonium and thorium (U-Pu-O2 and U-Th-O2 , respectively) with adsorbed water ice
were studied by XPS and UPS. The oxides were produced as thin films by reactive sputter
deposition. Water was condensed as thick ice overlayer on the surface at low temperature.
Subsequent warming led to the desorption of the ice. When warmed up under UV light
(HeI and HeII radiation), the surface was reduced. NpO2 was reduced to surface Np2 O3 .
In the U-Pu mixed oxide, MOX, Pu was reduced from PuO2 to Pu2 O3 . In U-Th mixed
oxide, MOX, the Uranium was reduced from hyperstoichiometric UO2+x to stoichiometric
UO2 but not to lower oxides: the lowest thermodynamically stable oxides are formed. In
the mixed oxides, U reduction seems to be activated both for oxides with Th and with Pu.
Surface reduction is explained as a photocatalytic reaction of the surface, triggered by the
excitation of electrons from the valence (or impurity) band into the conduction band. The
enhancement of reactivity of the mixed oxides compared to pure U is explained by the
higher band gap of ThO2 and PuO2 compared to UO2 .
Parts of this chapter have been published in Journal of Physical Chemistry C 119, 1330-1337 (2015)[1]
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5.1. I NTRODUCTION
HE chemical stability of surfaces plays an important role in the safety case of nuclear
fuel and waste. In particular the intermediate and long term storage properties of
spent fuel depend on corrosion reactions of the surface in contact with gas atmosphere
and with water [2]. Most nuclear fuels consist of an oxide matrix, mainly uranium dioxide (UO2 ) but also uranium-plutonium mixed oxides (Ux Pu1−x O2 ), into which fission
products are incorporated. Under corrosive conditions, e.g. in contact with ground water, the UO2 can oxidize, which enhances its solubility by many orders of magnitude
[3]. Dissolution of the fuel matrix results in the release of the contained radionuclides
into the environment [4]. The resistance of the surface towards corrosion depends on
fuel properties (composition, structure, morphology) [5] and on the environment (water
composition, pH, redox potential, . . . ) [6]. A reliable prediction of the reactivity necessitates detailed understanding of the corrosion mechanism, which is difficult because of
the complexity of the system. To avoid this, research can be done on simplified model
systems such as doped thin films, focussing on a few parameters.

T

5

Much attention has been given to the chemically driven corrosion reactions. The
influence of radiation enhanced reaction focussed on the aqueous radiolysis products
formed in the vicinity of the surface-water interface [7]. This paper addresses another
radiation enhanced reaction, occurring at the oxide surface itself, in contact with an
aqueous phase. The oxides investigated were neptunium dioxide (NpO2 ) and mixed
oxides of uranium with plutonium or of uranium with thorium (U-Pu MOX and U-Th
MOX, respectively). Photoexcitation of the surface was performed by Ultraviolet (UV)
light. The UV light was simultaneously used for performing valence band photoemission spectroscopy. To create an aqueous phase under the ultra-high vacuum conditions
required by this spectroscopy, water was fixed as a thick ice film at low temperature.
In a previous paper, the surface reactions of UO2+x and PuO2 were studied and it was
found, that PuO2 [8] is reduced to Pu2 O3 while hyperstoichiometric UO2+x was reduced
to UO2 [9]. This stood in sharp contrast to the surface reaction with atomic hydrogen
(H·), where UO2+x was readily reduced while PuO2 was not. Reduction of the oxides by
water is not feasible thermodynamically, because the water would have to be oxidised to
H2 O2 or O2 . But under UV light the reaction takes place. It was shown that the reduction
does not proceed via direct photolysis of the bulk ice, because the main reducing agent
produced, (H·), does not reduce PuO2 . It was concluded, that the reaction is driven by
activation of surface oxide layers by the UV light (photocatalysis). Such surface reduction in a radiation field would suppress the oxidative dissolution of nuclear waste [2,3]
thereby increasing the stability of the waste. The possible impact of this effect needs to
be investigated.
In the following, we report first Ultraviolet Photoemission And X-Ray Photoemission
Spectroscopy (UPS and XPS, respectively) analyses on the effect of the water adsorption
on NpO2 film, in a second part on Ux Pu1−x O2 (x 0.33) film and then in a third part on
the Ux Th1−x O2 ( x 0.29 and 0.61) film compositions. In the discussion, the respective
roles of UV light and ice on the photoreduction of the actinide oxides thin films will be
given making a parallel with the observations made on standard materials, for instance
transition metal.

5.2. E XPERIMENTAL
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5.2. E XPERIMENTAL
XIDES Oxides were produced as thin films (50 to 100nm thickness) by direct-current
(dc) sputter deposition from metallic targets. Ar/O2 mixtures were used as sputter
gas. Variation of the O2 partial pressure allowed variation of the oxygen content in the
films. Films were deposited on silicon wafer plates (111), cleaned in situ by argon ion
sputtering before the deposition. The plasma in the diode source was maintained by
injection of electrons of 30-60 eV energy. This allowed operating at relatively low sputter gas pressures below 1 Pa. The background pressures in the preparation and in the
analysis chamber of the system were around 3x10-7 Pa or better.
The following metallic actinide targets were used: Th: a disc of 1 cm diameter, U:
a disc of 6 mm diameter, Np and Pu: metal rods of 6 mm length and 2 mm diameter.
Argon and oxygen were 99.9999% grade. Deposited films were clean, disregarding small
OH contaminations introduced into the preparation chamber during the water adsorption experiments; within the detection limit of XPS (2 at. %), no other impurities could
be detected. Water vapour was introduced into the preparation chamber by a leak valve,
which was connected to a stainless steel pressure container filled with water from a Millipore MilliQ system for ultrapure water (with 18MΩcm resistivity). Ultra-Violet and X-Ray
Photoelectron Spectra (UPS and XPS, respectively) were recorded in an analysis chamber
directly connected to the preparation chamber using a Specs Phoibos 150 hemispherical
analyzer. Mg Kα (1253.6 eV) excitation radiation was used for the XPS experiments. UPS
spectra were taken with HeII (40.81 eV) UV light, produced by a high intensity windowless discharge lamp. Taking advantage of the different mean free paths (λ) for HeII and
Mg Kα, surface and bulk properties were accessed [10]. In addition, the energy dependent photoionisation cross sections [11] allowed identification of the orbital character
(p, d, or f ) of the valence levels.

O

5.3. R ESULTS
5.3.1. N P O2
NpO2 film was cooled down to 80 K, covered by ice and then gradually warmed up.
The HeII valence band spectra are shown in Figure 1. The initial spectrum (Figure
1a) is typical for NpO2 [12]. At 2.7 eV binding energy (BE), the Np-5f 3 peak is observed.
The peak system between 4 and 9 eV is attributed to the O-2p band. It is composed of
a main peak at low BE and a shoulder at the high BE side. This shape is similar for all
actinide dioxides. The peak at 10-11 eV BE is assigned to surface hydroxyl species, which
originate from water contamination in the preparation chamber introduced during the
ice adsorption experiments.
After the film has been exposed to 50 L (Langmuir) of water at 80 K, all the emission lines of Np disappear and a set of three lines between 8 and 20 eV BE appear. The
lines persist when the surface is warmed to 178 K (Figure 5.1b). These are the molecular
emission lines from water physisorbed on the surface. They are attributed to the 1b2 ,
3a1 , 1b1 molecular orbital emission of water, composed mainly of the O-2p orbitals (1b1
corresponds to the non-bonding O-2px orbital). The binding energy differences are the
same as in water gas, showing the water to be unperturbed and simply physisorbed (condensed) [13]. The lines are shifted to higher BE due to the charging of the insulating ice
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film after ejection of the photoelectrons. The surface is covered by a thick ice overlayer
(approximately 50 L water forming a layer of 1 µm thickness) masking the underlying
oxide. When the sample is warmed up to 198 K (Figure 5.1c) the pressure in the chamber increases, and the residual gas analyzer (RGA) indeed shows water to be desorbed.
The ice signal becomes smaller. The lines shift to lower BE, Figure 5.1c. This is due to
less surface charging, because of the thinning of the overlayer (lower resistance for given
resistivity) and to the increased mobility of the water molecules and ions in the ice film.
Still no oxide substrate lines are observed, and it has to be assumed that the layer is still
thick so that only physisorbed water is observed. At 218 K, Figure 5.1d, all ice is desorbed
and the only remaining adsorbed surface species is OH.

5

Figure 5.1: HeII valence band spectra of a NpO2 film (a) cooled down, then covered by ice (b) and warmed up
(b-f). After ice desorption, the 5f4 emission of reduced Np2 O3 appears (d).

After water desorption, the spectral features of the underlying oxide appear again,
the O-2p and Np-5f 3 . In addition a new peak appears at 2 eV binding energy, 5.1d. A
similar line has been observed at the early oxidation stage of Np metal [12] and was attributed to the 5f4 emission of Np2 O3 . Its lower binding energy compared to the 5f3 line
of NpO2 is well consistent with the lower oxidation state of Np2 O3 . In contrast to Pu2 O3
and the heavier actinide sesquioxides, Np2 O3 is stable only at the top surface but not in
the bulk. It is e.g. produced when NpO2 is bombarded by Ar+ ions, sputtering off the top
surface layers and removing the lattice oxygen atoms (preferential sputtering). Its appearance after water desorption shows that water reduced the surface of NpO2 to Np2 O3
– even though this oxide is less stable than Pu2 O3 . The O-2p emission changes its shape
from the asymmetrical peak in NpO2 to a more symmetrical shape, Figure 5.1d-f, due
to the superposition of the OH emission formed by the decomposition of water (3σ and
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1π, respectively, 10.7 and 7.4 eV) .12 A similar change in O-2p shape was observed after
reduction of PuO2 to Pu2 O3 .7
Formation of Np2 O3 by reduction confirms it to be a stable species. Before it was not
clear, whether the Np2 O3 appearing at the early oxidation of Np metal was a metastable
intermediate in the oxidation of the Np (0) to Np (4+). The present finding shows that
under appropriate conditions NpO2 can be reduced back to Np2 O3 . Even though being
a photon driven reaction, this points to the stability of the lower oxide.

5.3.2. (U x P U1−x )O2
Initial films were produced by co-deposition of U and Pu in presence of oxygen. To estimate the relative strength of oxidation/reduction of the two elements, films were first
deposited at low oxygen pressure, so that U and Pu compete for the oxygen (Figure 5.2a).

5

Figure 5.2: U-4f and Pu-4f core level spectra of U-Pu oxide after deposition (a) and after further oxygen exposure (b).

In sputter deposition, surface adatoms are mobile because of their high energy of impact [14]. They form a two dimensional gas, from which atoms condense and organize
into the most stable configuration, i.e. bonding either to U or to Pu. The question then
is in what sequence the various oxidation states appear. The 4f core level spectra of uranium and plutonium (Figure 5.2a) show that UO2 is formed together with Pu2 O3 at the
surface. The UO2 is close to stoichiometry, as indicated by the U-4f5/2 binding energy of
391.1 eV (substoichiometric UO2−x lies around 391.5-392 eV). Pu2 O3 formation is shown
by the sharp Pu-4f emission (4f5/2 at 437.6 eV) without satellite [15]. When exposed to
50 L O2 (Figure 5.2b) new Pu-4f lines appear at 1.2 eV higher binding energy. They are
due to PuO2 and account for 52% of the Pu-4f signal. PuO2 and Pu2 O3 do not form a ho-
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mogeneous mixture, but PuO2 is located at the surface, where O2 adsorbs, while Pu2 O3
comes from the bulk. The UO2 changes only slightly. The U-4f line shifts to lower BE
by 0.25 eV. The shift could be due to oxidation of substoichiometric UO2−x (a n-type
semiconductor) to UO2 , which is p-type. The concomitant decrease of the Fermi-energy
would produce a shift of all photoemission lines to low BE. The oxidation is, however,
not very pronounced: The UO2 satellite at 397.7 eV, which is very sensitive to the U oxidation state, is not affected. It would decrease in intensity and change its shape when
the oxygen content increases [16]. Yet it stays characteristic for UO2 [17]. The sequence
of oxide formation is thus UO2 , Pu2 O3 → UO2 , PuO2 > UO2+x , PuO2 . The Pu/U ratio is
not affected by O2 adsorption, as shown by the unchanged U-4f /Pu-4f intensity ratio
(Figure 5.2). There is no surface segregation of one of the actinides as showed by the
constant intensity ratio Pu-4f /U-4f.

5

Figure 5.3: HeII valence band spectra of Pu2 O3 (a); Pu2 O3 -UO2 after deposition (b); PuO2 -UO2 formed by O2
exposure (c) of the film.

The corresponding HeII spectra are shown in Figure 5.3. For comparison, a HeII
spectrum of pure Pu2 O3 is shown in Figure 5.3a. The spectrum of the freshly deposited
film (Figure 5.3b) looks similar to the Pu2 O3 spectrum, except for the higher 5f intensity
(in Pu2 O3 ) compared to the O-2p.
The same holds true for the HeI spectra, which are more bulk sensitive. This is simply
explained by the fact that the 5f emissions of Pu2 O3 and UO2 have the similar binding
energies (Pu-5f 5 : 1.9 eV, U-5f 2 :1.8 eV for UO2−x ). The intensity of the Pu-5f emission is
higher than that of the U-5f, because of the larger 5f count, 5 instead of 2. After exposure
to O2 (Figure 5.3c), the 5f signal splits into a narrow component at 1.4 eV, typical for
stoichiometric UO2 , and a small peak at 2.7 eV, attributed to the 5f4 level of PuO2 . As
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shown above, the U/Pu concentration probed by XPS does not change. The loss in 5f
intensity is thus mainly due to the removal of Pu-5f states and their transfer to the O-2p
band by oxidation, either by charge-transfer but also by hybridization [18]. This explains
the surprisingly low 5f intensity in PuO2 [19]. Probably all surface Pu has been oxidised
to PuO2 by reaction with the adsorbed O2 . It can thus be assumed that the entire 5f signal
of Pu2 O3 has disappeared from the HeII spectrum and that emission at 1.8 eV binding
energy is entirely due to the 5f2 level of UO2 . This is corroborated by the narrow line
width of the f-emission, which is typical for the multiplet structure (f2 ) of the 5f emission
in UO2 [20], while the 5f5 emission of the Pu-5f has a broader multiplet shape [21].

5

Figure 5.4: Interaction of ice on U0.48 Pu0.52 oxide film under UV light. (a) Freshly deposited film, (b) exposure
to oxygen forming the dioxides, (c) coverage by ice film, (d) immediately after desorption, and (e-g) after further
warming up: surface PuO2 is reduced to Pu2 O3 .

The surface interaction with ice under UV light was tested on a U0.48 Pu0.52 oxide film
(Figure 5.4). The initial film was composed of UO2 and Pu2 O3 , as shown by the single
5f peak at about 1.8 eV binding energy, due to the superposition of Pu-5f 5 and U-5f 2
lines (Figure 5.4a). Exposure to 50 L O2 at 373 K leads to oxidation of Pu2 O3 to PuO2
(Figure 5.4b), with the corresponding Pu-5f 4 line at 2.2 eV binding energy. The surface
is then exposed to 50 L of water at 108 K (Figure 5.4c). A thick ice film deposits and
all the underlying oxide emission lines disappear. Only the molecular emission lines of
water (1b2 , 3a1 and 1b1 ) are observed. When the surface is warmed up (Figure 5.4d)
the water emission lines shift to lower binding energy, again due to the reversal of the
charging effect, as for NpO2 . Then the lines disappear: ice desorbs and the underlying
oxide becomes visible (Figure 5.4e). During warming up the ice lines do not shift by the
same amount: the lower lying lines shift more than the higher ones. This is due to fact
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that the measurement is scanning from high to low BE and thus the higher lines have
been recorded earlier in time, i.e. at higher BE (less shifted) and the lower lines later
(more shifted). Upon reaching the final position, the effect vanishes. Desorption of the
ice is also shown by the drastic increase of the partial pressure of H2 O in the chamber.
The desorption process is complete at 200 K (Figure 5.4e, g). It leaves a surface with a 5f
peak, which looks again like that of initial, reduced film. In addition, two peaks appear
at 10.7 and 7.4 eV binding energy. They are attributed to the 3σ and 1π level of surface
hydroxyl (OH) formed by the decomposition of water.
In Figure 5.5 the surface reaction on an irradiated (yellow sun symbol) and a nonirradiated (black solid circle) area are compared. The surface spot left in the dark during
warming up is not reduced but retains the initial, high oxidation state (Figure 5.5b). The
surface spot warmed up under UV light was reduced (Figure 5.5a). To ensure that the
phenomenon was only due to the influence of light and that there was no time and/or
temperature dependence, the irradiated spot was analysed before and after the dark spot
(Figure 5.5c). Time and temperature played no role and only the light was responsible for
surface reduction. It should be noted, that in the time scale used for the measurement,
UV light alone has no effect: Actinides oxides are stable during UPS measurements [9,
22]. Hours long of UV light radiation is needed to be effective for the photoreduction of
some metal oxide [23].

Figure 5.5: HeII valence band comparison of irradiated and dark areas of U0.48 Pu0.52 oxide.

Finally, it should be noted that the 3σ signal of chemisorbed OH is generally more intense on the reduced than on the oxidized surfaces. This could mean that OH adsorption
and surface reduction are related. It is not possible to make a quantitative estimation of
the amount of OH because there is no reference line. But the light intensity and analyser
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Figure 5.6: HeII valence band spectra comparison of irradiated and dark areas of (1) U0.75 Pu0.25 oxide and (2)
U0.97 Pu0.03 oxide thin films after ice desorption.

settings were kept constant, so that the spectra should had roughly the same intensity.
On the basis of these arguments, the absolute intensities of the OH lines can be analysed
and show that there is clearly more chemisorbed OH on the reduced than on the oxi-
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dised surface. One simple explanation would be that broken O-Pu bonds upon surface
reduction are replaced by O-H bonds. The surface reduction was also tested for oxide

5

Figure 5.7: U-4f and Pu-4f core level spectra confirm the reduction of PuO2 and UO2 at the surface.

films of the composition U0.75 Pu0.25 (Figure 5.6.1 (top panel)) and U0.97 Pu0.03 , (Figure
5.6.2(bottom panel)). For U0.75 Pu0.25 oxide the Pu-5f 4 line in the initial, oxidised sample
(Figure 5.6.1a) is smaller than in the previous sample, but still detectable.
When ice is desorbed under UV light the surface is again reduced (Figure 5.6.1b). As
for the previous film, the OH-3σ signal is more pronounced for the reduced film. The
U0.97 Pu0.03 oxide film (Figure 5.6.2) can be considered as UO2 doped by a small amount
of PuO2 . The HeII spectrum of the initial film (Figure 5.6.2a) is typical for UO2 , with
the broad, asymmetrical O-2p line and the U-5f 2 peak. The U-5f /O-2p intensity ratio
shows the presence of hyper-stoichiometric UO2+x . Also the U- 5f 2 binding energy of
1.3 eV is typical for UO2+x . Again the surface is reduced, when ice is desorbed under UV
light (Figure 5.6.2b). The 5f line increases in intensity and shifts to higher BE (1.53 eV),
while without light (Figure 5.6.2c) the intensity ratio U-5f /O-2p is similar as the initial
oxidized film (Figure 5.6.2a). The Pu-4f and U-4f core level spectra of freshly deposited
Pu0.67 U0.33 oxide and after being covered with ice and lighted with UV are displayed in
Figure 5.7.
The result confirms the photoreduction made in deeper layer of the film. Indeed,
the shoulder appearing at lower binding energy (see inset) representative of the Pu(III)
increases in intensity. Also the sharpening of the satellite of U-4f is an indication of the
presence of stoichiometric UO2 in the film.
Surface reduction was confirmed by XPS core level measurements (Figure 5.7). The
Pu-4f 7/2 line develops supplementary intensity at the low BE side, at the position of
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5
Figure 5.8: HeII valence band spectra of U0.29 Th0.71 oxide after ice adsorption and desorption under UV light.

Figure 5.9: HeII valence band comparison of irradiated and dark areas of U0.61 Th0.39 oxide.

Pu2 O3 . The same effect is reproduced on the weaker Pu-4f 5/2 emission. Also the satellite
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of the U-4f line increases slightly. This would be characteristic for formation of stoichiometric UO2 , which has higher satellite intensity than the hyper- stoichiometric UO2+x .
Both effects are weak, however, and compatible with top surface reduction without reaction of the bulk. This is not surprising, because reduction takes place at low temperature
(around or below 220 K), and under these conditions the reaction cannot proceed into
the bulk because atomic diffusion is too slow. To have bulk reduction, bulk oxygen would
need to diffuse to the surface where it would react with the ice.

5.3.3. (U x T H1−x )O2

5

Two thin films of U-Th MOX have been studied, a U poor (U0.29 Th0.71 ) oxide and a U
rich (U0.61 Th0.39 ) oxide. Figure 5.8 shows the U0.29 Th0.71 MOX. Since Th has no 5f states,
the peak at 1.37 eV BE is solely due to U-5f 2 emission. It is small compared to the O-2p
because of the low U concentration and because the oxide hyper-stoichiometric composition (UO2+x ). Again, after ice adsorption, a thick ice overlayer suppresses all emission
from the underlying oxide. After desorption at 175 K (Figure 5.9c) the oxide lines appear again. The U-5f 2 signal increases by a factor 2.0 compared to the O-2p line. Figure
5.9 compares the surface reduction of irradiated and non-irradiated surface areas for
U0.61 Th0.39 oxide. As previously, the surface warmed up in darkness stays oxidized (Figure 5.9c), while in the irradiated part the U-5f peak strongly increases in intensity (Figure
5.9b).
The U-5f /O-2p ratio increases by a factor 2.1. This is more than that in pure U, where
factors around 1.5 were observed under identical conditions [17]. On the other hand,
the extent of surface reduction depends on the initial oxidation state: a strongly hyperstoichiometric UO2 would be more reduced than a less hyper-stoichiometric UO2 . So,
control of the initial oxidation state is very important. This has not been done systematically.

5.4. D ISCUSSION
5.4.1. P HOTOCATALAYSIS OR S IMPLE P HOTOLYSIS
We first address the question of whether reduction of the surface is really a photocatalytic process driven by the photoexcited surface, or whether it may be due to photolysis
of ice and reaction of the products with the surface. The ice is exposed to UV light of
mainly 20-50 eV (HeI to HeII*). The reaction enthalpy for H2 O → H· + ·OH is 5.1 eV
[24]. Direct photolysis is thus energetically possible. However, such photolysis, which is
also observed when water is exposed to radioactive solids (mainly α, β, and γ emitters),
tends to produce oxidative conditions (·OH and H2 O2 , dissolved in the water) because
the main reducing agent, atomic hydrogen (·H), forms H2 and escapes from the water.
Even if the hydrogen is caged by the ice layer and hindered from escaping, it is a very stable, nonpolar (and non-polarizable) molecule which is inert and does not interact with
oxide surfaces at room temperature. In addition, direct reduction of the oxides by hydrogen is thermodynamically unfavorable. We showed previously that even the reactive
atomic hydrogen does not reduce PuO2 to Pu2 O3 [9]. This can be understood on the basis of the stability of the oxide: The enthalpy of formation for the various actinide oxides
and for the reaction enthalpy for
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Table 5.1: Calculated Energy of Reduction of An(IV) to An(III), Formation Enthalpy of An(III) in Solution and
in Solid

AnO2 −−→ AnO1.5 +

1
4

O2 [25]

∆H f 298°(M+3 ,aq)/(M+3 ,s)[26]

UO2

3.5

-489.1 / -728

NpO2

3.4

-527.2 / -761

PuO2

2.6

-592.2 / -828

AnO2 −−→ AnO1.5 + 41 O2
is shown in Table 5.1.
Reduction of dioxides becomes more unfavorable from Pu to Np and U. Also the enthalpy of formation evolves in the same direction. And indeed, Pu2 O3 is stable as bulk
phase while Np2 O3 only forms on the surface of Np metal and U2 O3 does not form at all.
Since atomic hydrogen is not capable of reducing PuO2 at room temperature [9], it does
not reduce NpO2 or UO2 .
It may now be inquired whether UV radiation can lead surface reduction by direct decomposition of the oxide. Photoreduction of transition and noble metal oxide by UV light
has indeed been reported in literature [23]. Spontaneous reduction of PuO2 to Pu2 O3 has
been reported for PuO2 films grown on δ-Pu metal [27]. These films indeed reduce with
time when stored under vacuum at room temperature. But this is due to the reaction
of oxygen with the underlying metal and not decomposition with loss into the vacuum.
In the present study, homogeneous oxide films are used and it has been well confirmed
(also by previous work) that the films do not react with the underlying silicon substrate,
even on time scale much longer than those of the experiment (weeks and months). In
addition, reduction in this experiment occurs at low temper- ature where diffusion processes are slow. It is thus concluded that reduction of the surface is not a consequence
of direct photolytic decomposition of water or the oxide but a photocatalytic reaction
driven by solid excitation.

5.4.2. P HOTOCATALYSIS ON B AND G AP OF A N O2
Photocatalysis on semiconductors and insulators occurs, respectively, when photons
with energy equal to or higher than the band gap excite electrons from the valence to
the conduction band. The energetic electrons (e− ) and holes (h+ ), respectively, reduce
or oxidize the adsorbed molecules [28]. This mechanism is responsible for the photosplitting of water on TiO2 electrodes [29, 30] under sunlight. The rate of photocatalized
reactions depends on the rate of formation of the excited states (depending on photon
flux), their energy (depending on the band gap), their lifetime (before recombination),
and also of the potential levels of conduction band and valence band. Table 5.2 shows
the band gap of the AnO2 series [31, 32].
The band gap of ThO2 is larger than that of the higher actinides. NpO2 and PuO2
have band gaps similar to that of TiO2 (3.05 eV), and also their thermodynamic potential
[25, 26] enables to initiate photolysis of the water adsorbed on the surface. The band
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Table 5.2: Band Gap of the AnO2 Series

5

ThO2

3.85 eV [32]

UO2

2.30 eV [31]

NpO2

2.85 eV [31]

PuO2

2.80 eV [31]

gap of UO2 is smaller. It should also be noted that the value of the gap changes with the
oxygen content of the surface [31, 33].
Surface photolysis is similar to surface radiolysis (the solid being excited by α, β,or γ
radiation) which also proceeds via energy transfer via an exciton. Radiolysis of water by
γ-rays was studied for water adsorbed on CeO2 and ZrO2 . Yields were highly enhanced
for adsorbed molecules compared to bulk liquid water [34]. It was discussed that the
effects are strongest in wide band gap solids and almost nonexistent in small band gap
semiconductors. The dependence between the energy and band gap would point to
the involvement of excitons. This shows the possible relevance of the photochemical
reaction for radiolytic processes occurring during long terms storage of spent fuel. It also
indicates, that the effect may be enhanced for U oxides, when these are mixed with other
actinides with a higher band gap (Th or Pu). The enhancement of U surface reduction in
mixed oxide, observed in this work, may be explained by this.

5.4.3. R OLE OF I CE
The ice form itself may play an import role in the photoreduction process. In the present
experiments, ice was chosen to fix water in sufficiently high concentration on the surface
under ultrahigh vacuum. The low temperatures (desorption takes place around 200 K)
suppresses conventional chemical reaction with a thermal activation barrier and favors
nonthermal (e.g., photochemical) reactions. In addition, the structure of ice differs from
that of liquid water. The effect of ice on the photoreduction of a metal oxide [35] has
been reported for iron [36], trapped in ice particle polar regions. It was observed that
in ice photoreduction occurs more rapidly than in liquid water. This was explained by
caging effect, where organic donor molecules (pollutants) are concentrated on the surface. But enhanced photoreduction was also observed in the absence of electron donors
which implies, that there must be a reaction with the water. The photoreduction under an ice film was observed for Fe(III) particles (hematite, maghemite γ-Fe2 O3 , and
goethite α-FeOOH) exposed to UV light [37]. It was attributed to electrons excited by
photons of higher energy than the band gap (2.2 eV or 565 nm) followed by trapping of
the conduction electrons on Fe(III) lattice sites:
–
FeIII 2 O3 + hν −−→ eCB
+ h+VB
–
Fe(III)surf + eCB + −−→ Fe(II)surf (Fe-O bond is broken)
The similarity between Fe and actinide oxides consists in the fact that the solid itself
is transformed (reduced) by reaction with the water. It is thus a photocatalyst and reactant in one. This is in contrast to conventional photocatalysts which drive the reaction in
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the liquid phase (e.g., radiolysis of water) without being altered. An interesting example
is photochemical reduction of dissolved U(VI) to U(IV) in aqueous suspensions of TiO2
which was observed and the kinetics determined [38]. Reduction takes places on species
adsorbed on the surface of TiO2 through photogeneration of charge carriers (h+ ,e− ) at
the solid-water interface. TiO2 has a band gap of 3.05 eV (corresponding to 390 nm). On
the surface both photoreduction and oxidation take place with, as net result, a reduction
of the U even in oxygenated environment. Similar mechanisms were also expected for
other minerals with semiconducting properties such as iron or zinc oxides. Interband
transitions provide the necessary energy. Photon energies in excess of the band gap are
required.

5.4.4. M ECHANISM
Photoreduction of the oxide by water implies that the water itself is oxidized. Photooxidation of water is a common reaction [39] on oxide surfaces used in environmental remediation (oxidation of organic pollutants). The end product is O2 . While the exact
mechanism depends on morphology, chemistry, and electronic structure of the surface,
the overall mechanism is related to the breaking of an M-O bond by a hole in the valence
band:
M – O – M + h+ −−→ M – O• + M+
The M+ cation reacts with water (nucleophilic attack of a Lewis base) with liberation of
a proton and chemisorption of a hydroxyl group.
M+ + H2 O −−→ M – OH + H+
The M – O• reacts with a neighboring M-OH group to form a surface peroxide
M – O• + M – OH + h+ −−→ M – O – O – M + H+
The reaction can continue until formation of molecular oxygen.
M – O – O – M + h+ −−→ M – O – O• + M+
M – O – O• + h+ −−→ M + O2
This is a commonly accepted mechanism for water oxidation on TiO2 [40]. The oxidation products are highly reactive and can oxidize organic pollutants. This makes this
process interesting for environmental remediation. In this process, water consumes the
oxidizing holes and prevents the surface from being reoxidized. Simultaneously, the
photoexcited electrons reduce the oxide:
Mn+ – O2 – – Mn+ + e – + H+ −−→ M n+ – (OH)1 – + M(n – 1)+
This mechanism explains also why products of bulk water radiolysis (H·) do not reduce the surface: it is the photoexcited surface which reacts with water (oxidizing it) and
not the photoexcited (reduced) water which reacts with the surface. A similar mechanism could also occur for the actinide oxides. The reduced surface often show an increase hydroxyl signal (Figure 6), and this would be consistent with the above-described
mechanism.

5.5. S UMMARY
URFACE reduction of NpO2 and two mixed oxides of (U,Pu)O2 and (U,Th)O2 thin films
under an ice film irradiated by UV light were investigated. The oxidation state of the
surface before ice adsorption and after ice desorption where compared with UPS and
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XPS. NpO2 is reduced to Np2 O3 at its top surface. While up to now Np2 O3 had only be
observed during the early oxidation of Np metal, it was now shown to be stable also on
NpO2 . It is a stable surface compound and not a metastable reaction intermediate.
Surface reduction of mixed U-Pu and U-Th oxides was also investigated. Prior, the
relative stabilities of the oxides were tested by codepositing the metals under low oxygen
partial pressure. XPS showed UO2 /U metal to coexist with Pu2 O3 . Only when all U metal
was oxidized PuO2 started to form. Ice interaction under UV light led to the reduction of
PuO2 to Pu2 O3 and of UO2+x to UO2 . Surface reduction was witnessed by the appearance
of the 5f5 peak of Pu2 O3 and the increase of the U-5f 2 in UO2 . UV light was essential for
surface reduction: a surface warmed up in the dark was not reduced after ice desorption.
Only the irradiated surface area with UV light was reduced. Surface reduction has also
been observed for (U,Th) mixed oxides. While Th did not change its oxidation state (+4),
UO2+x was reduced as shown by the increase of the U-5f 2 emission.

5.6. C ONCLUSIONS

5

URFACE reduction is explained as a photoactivated reaction of the surface with the
surrounding water phase. The UV light excites electrons from valence band to the
conduction band of the actinide oxides. The holes in the valence band oxidize the water
while the electrons in the conduction band ultimately reduce the surface (lattice oxygen
desorbs as water). The presence of the ice, preventing the photolysis products from escaping, may increase the reaction rate. It is planned to study the reaction of liquid water
under ambient pressure/temperature conditions with doped surfaces to see the possible
significance for waste under repository conditions. The reduction of the surface would
indeed inhibit oxidative surface dissolution and hence contribute to the long-term stability of waste. But the significance and robustness of the process needs to be assessed.
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6
C ONCLUSION AND D ISCUSSION
In science there are no "depths";
there is surface everywhere.
Rudolf Carnap
There’s something that doesn’t make sense.
Let’s go and poke it with a stick.
Stephan Moffat- Doctor Who "Amy´s Choice"

Spent nuclear fuel (SNF) is a complex system and the requirement for safety assessments of its disposal under deep geological conditions for a very long time have resulted
in many studies concerning corrosion and dissolution scenarios. Most of the research
related to SNF corrosion is done by using different environmental conditions to look at
the consequences for the safety assessment of the SNF. Also different model systems are
used, going from bulk materials to computational studies and as represented in this thesis thin films model systems.
The aim of the research described in this thesis is to evaluate the electronic structure
of actinide oxide (Th, U, Np, Pu and Ce as Pu surrogate and fission product) and mixed
oxide thin films. In addition, their surface interaction with gas (O2 , O. , H2 , H. ), liquid
(water) and solid (ice) was investigated to follow oxidation / reduction couples as spent
fuel model systems for the safety assessments. The studies in this thesis have been done
using thin films to model the spent fuel surfaces, starting from simple system to more
complex systems.

6.1. S UMMARY OF THE R ESULTS
In the first part (Chapter 2), ThO2 thin films have been investigated due to its simplified
chemistry since it only contains one stable oxidation state. This makes it a very interest87
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ing reference material for investigating the potential use of thin films and understanding
the oxidation process inside of the Ultra-High Vacuum systems. Th metal was exposed
to molecular and atomic oxygen and the thin films were analysed by XPS and UPS on
each exposure. It was shown that molecular oxygen results in limited oxidation on the
surface, but that atomic oxygen could penetrate all the way to the lower layers. XPS is
capable of measuring deeper layers (up to 10 monolayers) compared to UPS is limited
to the most upper layers. When Th metal was exposed to molecular oxygen, XPS showed
signals that still contain metal, whereas UPS showed full oxidation. During further exposure to atomic oxygen, XPS and UPS both showed tetravalent features corresponding
to ThO2 as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

6
Figure 6.1: XPS core level spectra and UPS valence band spectra of thorium oxidation with molecular and
atomic oxygen (Chapter 2 )

A second set of experiments was performed using reactive sputter depositions technique in which during the sputtering of Th metal, oxygen was introduced into the deposition chamber from very low to high oxygen partial pressure as illustrated in Figure
6.2.
In this method, the films are homogeneously oxidized along their thickness. When
thorium reached its final oxidation state, the stability of the measured binding energies
is one indicator that no further oxidation is possible. In the lower partial pressure oxygen
range, we did observe some off-stoichiometry suggested by both the position of binding
energies and the peak areas between thorium and oxygen peaks in core level spectra.
This is one of the advantages of XPS which can be used for quantitative and qualitative
analysis. Even though UPS has no quantitative analysis features, it gives an indication
about the density of state of the samples. Since thin films are used as model to simulate
the bulk systems, it is important to examine whether the lattice parameters and binding
energies are in agreement with bulk materials. The produced ThO2 films have shown
good agreement with the literature, indicating that our films are good model materials.
It was important to perform the studies on thorium similar to uranium [1], as both
systems form the basis of (U-Th) mixed oxide. Thus, after the assessment of ThO2 films,
(U-Th) mixed oxide thin films has been deposited to observe the effect of thorium on
the oxidation. Thorium has been chosen as reference material to investigate the effect
on oxidation of uranium in a solid solution with an actinide that has a simplified chemistry. Thorium contains only one stable oxidation state, whereas uranium has (IV), (V)
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Figure 6.2: Scheme of film deposition by DC sputtering and process of XPS and UPS. Th-4f core level and HeII
valence band spectra obtained during the oxidation of thorium (Chapter 2 )

and (VI) oxidation states and forms a series of stable oxides, some with off-stoichiometry
compositions. The mixed oxide films deposited onto substrates were also investigated
for their capability to replace or mimic bulk materials. As also mentioned in chapter 2,
the films are relatively thin as a result of which it is easier to tunnel the electrons during
the measurements. This aspect is quite important for reliable electronic structure investigations, and shifts or charging effects which are common in semiconductor and insulator materials, do not occur. In Chapter 2, ThO2 thin film were measured without any
disturbance although the materials is an electric insulator. Considering that uranium
dioxide (intrinsic semiconductor) mixed with thorium dioxide finds a place between intrinsic semiconductor and insulator, the mixed oxide will be more difficult to measure
by any means of spectroscopic techniques used for surface characterization. In Chapter
3, the results of co-deposition of uranium and thorium with different deposition conditions such as low oxygen partial pressure and different temperatures were reported. Codeposition starting from low partial oxygen pressure to higher amounts showed that the
oxygen affinity of thorium is higher than uranium, which was deduced from consecutive measurements via XPS. The reproducibility of the films was examined by depositing
over different time periods, and it was concluded that films composition and electronic
state kept identical along their deposition. However, deposition at different temperatures affected the oxygen diffusion. The films deposited at high temperatures showed
that thorium has a high oxygen affinity, being present in its highest oxidation state, and
did not display any change and that uranium indicated slight hyper-stoichiometry due
to the increased diffusion of oxygen induced by heating. As was the case in Chapter 2,
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lattice parameters and binding energies determined for uranium-thorium mixed oxides
versus the composition agree with literature data obtained on bulk, and it was concluded
that also the mixed oxide films are suitable surface model materials.

6

Figure 6.3: U-4f and Th-4f core level spectra of U0.67 Th0.33 oxide film before and after 30 cycles, inset graph
represents the corresponding O-1s spectra. Table: Composition and U-4f5/2 , Th-4f5/2 and O-1s films before
and after 30 cycles of CV in [NaCl]=0.01 M.(Chapter 3)

Previous studies of uranium dioxide thin film materials have explored their possible
use in electrochemical analysis, in particularly cyclic voltammetry [1, 2], which examines the corrosion behavior as a function of potential energy. This provides finger-printlike results on the oxidation/reductions properties in aqueous environment to model
possible contact with groundwater. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was applied thanks to the
advantages of the thin films mentioned above. In this work CV was applied to uraniumthorium mixed oxides for the first time, to the best to our knowledge. Successful cycles
have been performed, and the results showed that thorium slows down the corrosion
of uranium. After the cyclic voltammetry investigations XPS measurements have been
performed to prove that thorium forms a protective oxide layer, as the results show a
thorium enrichment on the surface. It was also observed that if the initial amount of
uranium is high in the mixed oxide matrix, the end product of the cyclic voltammetry
exhibits itself higher uranium oxidation states (Figure 6.3). This fact also provides an
explanation why stronger dissolution was observed in uranium-rich films compared to
uranium-poor mixed oxides (as shown in the inset table in Figure 6.3), and why the uranium dissolution increased by many orders of magnitude [3].
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After the investigation of the effect of tetatravalent thorium on the redox behavior
of uranium in mixed oxides, the next step was to incorporate an element into uranium
which has both trivalent and tetravalent stable oxidation states. For that purpose cerium
was chosen to form (U-Ce) mixed oxide thin films (Chapter 4). Cerium is easy to handle as it is not a radioactive material, and is mostly used as surrogate for plutonium due
to their chemical similarities. The redox properties of uranium and cerium mixed oxides
were investigated using the highly reductive (atomic hydrogen, H. ) and oxidative (atomic
oxygen, O. ) exposure under ultra-high vacuum conditions to fully comprehend the reduction and oxidation in their single and mixed forms. For this purpose, first cerium
oxides (Ce2 O3 , CeO2 ) and uranium oxides (UO2 , U2 O5 and UO3 ) thin films were used as
reference for the uranium-cerium mixed oxide experiments. Next, CeO2 and UO3 were
exposed to atomic hydrogen (H. ) while UO2 and CeO2 were exposed to atomic oxygen
(O. ). The same procedures were also applied to (U-Ce) mixed oxides to understand the
influence of cerium on the oxidation state of uranium.

6

Figure 6.4: Ce-3d core level spectra of CeO2 and U0.45 Ce0.55 films after the exposure to atomic hydrogen at
ambient temperature (Chapter 4 ).

In the first set of experiments atomic hydrogen were exposed onto CeO2 , UO3 and
(U-Ce) mixed oxide at ambient and high temperatures. While heating to high temperatures or exposure to atomic hydrogen at ambient temperatures did not show any prominent change on CeO2 , simultaneous heating and exposure showed a drastic change towards reduction as was shown by XPS analyses. However, UO3 was reduced to U2 O5
when exposed to atomic hydrogen at ambient temperature at the same time. This comparison alone indicates that uranium(VI) is more prone to reduction than cerium (IV),
in line with thermodynamics. XPS data of (U-Ce) mixed oxide thin films indicate clear
U(VI) and Ce(IV) states before any post treatment. In the case of exposure at ambi-
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ent temperature, UO3 was reduced to U(V) as in the single oxide, but cerium showed
stronger reduction than its single oxide. Superposition of the data of single oxide and
mixed oxide Ce-3d spectra after the same post treatment conditions is shown in Figure
6.4 for better comparison. The presence of uranium is clearly affecting the reduction of
cerium.

6

In the second set of experiments, oxidation by exposure to oxygen of different partial pressures during and after deposition has been investigated. In the mixed thin films
of uranium and cerium co-deposited with traces of oxygen, the oxidation states were
identified as U(IV) and Ce(III). Increasing the partial pressure oxygen in the deposition
chamber resulted in only slight oxidation to Ce(IV) and to U(V). Further oxidation with
higher oxygen partial pressure led to complete transformation of uranium into U(V) and
Ce(IV) with slight Ce(III) contribution. Next, Ce2 O3 , U2 O5 and (U-Ce) mixed oxide thin
films were exposed to atomic oxygen at high temperatures to observe the formation of
higher oxides and their effect during the oxidation process. Both single cerium and uranium oxide reached their highest oxidation states as CeO2 and UO3 after the exposure.
Normally, the formation of U2 O5 is not observed during deposition but only after reduction of UO3 . However when uranium is mixed with cerium, it has the (V) oxidation
state without the need of any post reduction. This phenomenon can be interpreted as
a charge transfer between cerium and uranium helping the stabilization of U(V) state
in the mixed oxide. When mixed oxide of (U-Ce) was exposed to atomic oxygen at high
temperatures, both uranium and cerium formed their highest possible oxidation states.
Following the chapters above, the water coverage on thin films of the mixed actinide
oxides of U-Th and U-Pu, and NpO2 under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions has
been studied. The films were prepared by sputter deposition and measured by XPS and
UPS without any contact with laboratory atmosphere. This has to be emphased here because it gives clear indication that the samples are contamination-free. The main goal
was to investigate the influence of water on the surface and to follow the surface alteration under radiation enhanced conditions which leads to radiolysis of water.
A different approach had to be implemented in this study, because water cannot provide a full coverage under UHV conditions. Thus, ice the condensed form of water has
been used to cover the surface. For enhanced radiation simulations, Ultra-violet (20-50
eV) light which is basically the one we used for UPS measurements was used. Previous
studies indicated [4, 5] that UO2+x and PuO2 surfaces were reduced to UO2 and Pu2 O3
by using ice under UV light. However, when the surfaces were exposed to most reductive
agent, atomic hydrogen, only UO2+x was reduced but PuO2 has shown no sign of change
in oxidation state. In this study (Chapter 5), NpO2 , (U-Th) and (U-Pu) mixed oxides were
examined. The results showed that NpO2 was reduced to Np2 O3 , uranium was reduced
from hyper-stoichiometric to stoichiometric in (U-Th) mixed oxide, and plutonium was
reduced to Pu2 O3 in (U-Pu) mixed oxide. It should be noted that uranium in the mixed
oxides are already in their lowest oxidation states, and cannot be reduced to U2 O3 as it
does not exist. In NpO2 , it was quite interesting to observe Np2 O3 on the surface because
so far, the studies [6] have indicated that Np2 O3 is an intermediate form observed during
oxidation of Np metal.
The fact that reduction on the surfaces occurred only in the presence of ice and UV
light together (Figure 6.5) can have two explanations: either it was a photocatalytic pro-
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Figure 6.5: HeII valence spectra of irradiated and dark areas of U0.48 Pu0.52 oxide (Chapter 5).

cess driven by the photoexcited surface, or it was the reaction of the surface with photolysis products of ice. As mentioned above, atomic hydrogen (product of water photolysis)
was not able to reduce PuO2 to Pu2 O3 , and therefore reduction of neither NpO2 nor UO2
cannot be expected due to their unfavorable formation enthalpies for An2 O3 (see Chapter 5, Table 5.1). This contradiction gives an indication about what might occur at the
surface. The fact that reduction only took place when the surface was covered with ice
and UV heated samples point toward photocatalytic processes. Photocatalytic processes
require an energy equal or higher than the band gap to excite electrons from the valence
band to the conduction band, creating e− and h+ responsible for reduction and oxidation, respectively. Since the results show the reduction at the surface, water must be
oxidized. It is therefore thought that the h+ oxidize the water meanwhile e− reduces the
surface. This process is also depending on the band gap energy. It was observed [7, 8]
that reduction is more enhanced in wide band gap solids, which can explain the higher
tendency of reduction of uranium when it is mixed with higher band gap actinides such
as Th and Pu (Table 5.2).
The main outcomes of the studies are summarised below.
• Thin films of actinide and mixed actinide oxides showed good agreement with literature bulk results, promoting the films capability to be used as model surfaces
for SNF studies.
• Using thin films instead of thick bulk materials has shown many advantageous
throughout these studies. Mainly because of the semiconductor and insulator
properties of actinide oxides, electrons could be tunneled without any disturbance.

6
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Especially they have shown leverage over the photoelectron spectroscopy and electrochemical investigations.
• Due to the experimental conditions under UHV conditions, starting from preparations to measurements, contamination-free matrices have been obtained. This is
important due to the fact that the complete understanding of the reaction mechanisms can only be obtained without any disturbance of foreign contribution.
• Successive mixed actinide oxide thin films were presented from simple to complex
system, and their effect on uranium redox behaviors were successfully achieved.
• Cyclic voltammetry investigation of (U-Th) mixed oxide thin films were conducted
and the results clearly indicated the positive effect of thorium on uranium oxidation behavior by following the anodic and cathodic reactions. After the cyclic
voltammetry experiments, thorium has found to be enriched on the surface which
indicates that it passivates the surface.

6

• Deposition of CeO2 , Ce2 O3 , UO2 and UO2+x films by using reactive sputtering under UHV conditions could be made without any need of post treatment, however
to reach UO3 oxygen exposure is required, while U2 O5 (U(V)) is made by the reduction of UO3 (U(VI)). When uranium is mixed with cerium, the U(V) state was
present without the need of any post treatment.
• Even though, presence of water and using UV light for short term individually are
not thermodynamically favorable for reduction, using solid phase of water as ice at
the same time applying UV assisted heating resulted in reduction on the surface.

6.2. D ISCUSSION OF THE R ESULTS
Understanding corrosion in a nuclear waste repository is a quite challenging task, as
both the chemistry of uranium [3, 9] and the spent nuclear fuel matrix are complex [10]
alongside different physical/chemical conditions of the host rock and the groundwater. The disposal conditions must be assured for up to 105 years. Because only then
the radioactivity emitted by the spent nuclear fuel decreases to naturally occurring levels. Therefore, the long-term safety assessments of spent fuel are essential. Beside its
many different parameters, one main idea is to avoid contact between groundwater and
the spent nuclear fuel. However, it is crucial to know what would happen in the case of
groundwater contact.
Spent nuclear fuel mainly consists of uranium dioxide and the rest is formed by the
fission products and activation products (transuranium elements) [10]. Although upon
contact with water an instant release of radionuclides present at grain boundaries can
occur, the release of most radionuclides from SNF is expected to proceed through the
dissolution of uranium (via oxidation, corrosion) as they are incorporated and/or located in grains. Thus redox behavior of uranium dioxide is the first step for understanding the corrosion and the dissolution phenomenon [11]. There have been many works
on oxidation mechanisms of uranium dioxide under different oxidative conditions [12–
15] and how its redox behavior affects the dissolution rate[15]. It is well established that
stoichiometric uranium dioxide, UO2.00 (U(IV)), is highly insoluble [11]. However, in
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contact with oxidative conditions (such as groundwater and the oxidants formed due to
the radiation) the oxidation state of uranium is increasing from U(IV) to U(VI) thus increasing its solubility by many orders of magnitudes [3]. Knowing that uranium is not
the sole element in the matrix, it is important to consider the elements formed during irradiation in discussing the dissolution phenomenon. Therefore, simplified models are
created from simple to more complex to understand the contribution of single elements
in the corrosion scenarios of uranium dioxide.
One problem that electrochemical studies of actinide oxides suffer from is their semiconductor character. Thus, the assessment of the redox behavior and surface properties
becomes more challenging when examining the changes in the electronic structure. As
previous works stated [1, 2], the low sample thickness in binary oxide thin films enables
the charge transfer despite the semiconductor character of actinide oxides and therefore
allows electronic structure measurements.
Uranium dioxide forms solid solution with the dioxides of thorium and plutonium
[16]. In solid solutions, the incorporated actinide is changing the redox stability of uranium as the lattice parameter and the electronic structure are related with each other.
While uranium has three stable oxidation states, U(IV), U(V) and U(VI) in solid compounds, which may be mixed, thorium has only one stable oxidation state, Th(IV). Thorium dioxide, an insulator, has very limited solubility in water [17]. Sunder et al. [18]
has stated that it was mixed not possible to examine uranium-thorium dioxides in electrochemical cells due to their high resistivity. However, our thin film samples released
the measurements from the charging effect because the thickness is drastically reduced
compared to the bulk material. In electrochemical analysis the parameters such as composition and pH of the groundwater of a relevant repository can be simulated, thus gives
fingerprint-like information for corrosion and dissolution behavior. Electrochemistry
of uranium dioxide has been studied under many different electrolyte compositions
[12, 19–21], and uranium-thorium mixed oxides experiments with conventional dissolution experiments [18, 22–25], to the best to our knowledge this is the first attempt made
for (U-Th) mixed oxide electrochemical analysis. The results show that thorium, when
incorporated into uranium, is slowing the oxidation of uranium leading to lower dissolution rates compared to binary uranium dioxide. This is quite remarkable as using
electrochemical methods on semiconductor mixed oxides thin films is possible and the
redox behaviors can be evaluated.
Besides the direct contact of the surface with the water, there is also the radiation
energy which poses as another important factor influencing the dissolution. The radioactivity from the spent nuclear fuel has enough energy to break the chemical composition of water, creating strong oxidants (H2 O2 , H2 O. , O2 ) and reductants (H2 , H. ,
e− )[26]. In such case, after the water reaches the surface of the SNF, oxidation and/or
reduction should be expected. There have been many studies which have addressed this
phenomenon [27–29]. Using highly reactive oxidants and reductants in experimental
conditions gives information in short time as well as identifying the reactions occurring
on the surface. This fundamental research approach is quite important as it identifies
the interaction of the reactants with the surface and the role of each element´s in the oxidation and reduction. Despite the focus on the oxidation of SNF, there are also studies
suggesting the inhibition of the corrosion due to the presence of hydrogen of radiolytic
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or chemical origin[30, 31]. That is the reason, while water corrosion is an oxidative process, reduction due to such reductants must also be examined when investigating the
corrosion scenarios. In uranium and cerium (as both substitute for plutonium and fission product) mixed oxides, cerium has two stable oxidation state, Ce(III) and Ce(IV).
The examinations made after exposing the mixed oxide of uranium-cerium to atomic
oxygen and hydrogen, revealed that U(V) state forms when cerium is incorporated. This
is due to the charge transfer reaction occurring between Ce(IV)+U(IV)→ Ce(III)+U(V) as
was proposed by Griffiths et al. [32]. The same phenomenon has been also observed for
uranium-americium mixed oxide [33–35]. It has been also discussed that reduction of
Am(IV) to Am(III) is more pronounced and leads to oxidation of U(IV) to U(V). Considering that cerium is also used in many studies [36, 37] for substituting plutonium, the
charge transfer reactions was also discussed in (U-Pu) mixed oxides[38]. We obtained
similar results for (U-Ce) mixed oxides thin films experiments compared to (U-Am) oxide, (U-Pu) oxide and (U-Ce) oxide bulk results [39–41]. This indicates that thin films can
be used as model to investigate fundamental properties like oxidation and reduction for
instance.

6

For studying the effects of water contact and of oxidants/reductants, contact with a
high concentration of water under radiation conditions is used. This model examines
all the joint effect of surface-water interactions and of radiolysis products forming near
the surface. For a high water density, the surface was covered with ice. During the measurements, ice was warmed up by using UV light simulating the radiation to be able to
form the oxidants and reactants. Considering the low temperature of ice nonthermal
reactions are assured during the experiments. This is important as the only focus was
given to light activated reactions. The previous studies on the binary oxides of PuO2 and
UO2+x [4, 5] thin films have shown that when the surface is covered by ice and heated
under UV light reduction of the samples occurred. In contrast, reduction of those samples was not achieved when exposed to atomic hydrogen. It was then concluded that
reduction is caused by photolysis. Further studies in the frame of this thesis confirmed
the reduction of the mixed oxide of (U-Th) and (U-Pu) as well as NpO2 by the joint effect
of ice and UV showing the important role of trapping of the reductants created by UV
light in the reduction of the surface[42, 43].
Looking at all the mechanisms involved in the redox studies and the complex nature of the spent nuclear fuel, models of both the samples and the surrounding conditions are bringing interpretations one step closer. In this thesis, high impact scenarios
involving the corrosion phenomenon were investigated by using the thin film actinide
mixed oxides surface approach. Beside the chemical interactions, physical changes are
also playing a role when discussing the SNF properties. It is known that the thin films
are quite close to the ideal surfaces therefore, physical appearances such as cracks and
boundaries are not involved in the studies. For those, thicker and/or irradiated samples
are needed.
The difference between thin films and conventional bulk samples, which are also
produced to simulate the SNF, are that study and process of oxidation and reduction can
be be done and followed in-situ. The films are not in contact with the atmosphere. This
approach alone gives a clearer understanding of the possible reactions, and the role of
the elements in the process. Consistency of the results throughout multiple experiments
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following the electronic structure of the surfaces and their repeatability together with a
high stability of the samples shows that films produced and studied in-situ are suitable
methods.
Based on the current work it can be concluded that:
• Substitution of metal ions in the uranium dioxide matrix plays an important role
for the dissolution behavior. Isovalent ions with one stable valence state such as
Th(IV) stabilize the matrix, in line with thermodynamic considerations. Isovalent
ions that can change their valence state such as Ce can cause charge transfer, leading to U(V) formation. In the latter case the dissolution of the matrix will be enhanced.
• Photoactivated reaction can lead to oxidation of water and surface reduction of
the UO2 matrix, restraining the dissolution.
In the real case of spent fuel corrosion these processes together with other features
present in the SNF and not discussed in this thesis (i.e. fission product) act simultaneously, and competition between them will occur.
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6. C ONCLUSION AND D ISCUSSION

6.3. O UTLOOK
The research in this thesis on the actinide (-mixed) oxide thin films has provided interesting results, demonstrating their potential use as spent fuel model systems. Due to the
complex aspect of SNF, there is plenty of room for future work by using thin films:
• The simultaneous study of the photoreduction and the charge-transfer mechanism in (U,Ce)O2 is a logic next step, which could not be addressed in this work
due to time limitations.
• Thin film studies of other important fission products present in the SNF matrix, for
example by doping the films to simulate particle precipitate on the surface. Metal
precipitates form another source for hydrogen production through reduction of
water, due to the catalytic potential of some of the noble metals present as fission
products.
• The morphology and grain structure of the films needs to be investigated and compared to the bulk. Electrochemical study using quartz crystal micro balance could
be done using good and reproducible deposition of the films. A good adhesion of
the films is necessary to avoid the flacking of the film during study of the interaction process in solution. Investigation of the stress occurring between the film and
the substrate during and after deposition needs to be evaluated and limited.
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